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Abstract 
This thesis investigates a new type of microwave tunable filter; the filter is designed based 
on a new type of resonator called Dielectric Split Ring Resonator (Dielectric-SRR). The 
new tunable filter is utilised to tune the filter bandwidth at about 2.3 GHz. This bandwidth 
tuning is achieved by rotating the filter resonators and without adding tuning elements such 
as screws or varactor diodes. In the measurement the filter resonators are rotated by hand.  
This thesis also investigates the new Dielectric-SRRs in term of their losses and unloaded 
quality factor. These new microwave resonators are designed with a configuration similar 
to the conventional metal Split Ring Resonators (Metal-SRR), but made from dielectric 
material of high dielectric constant. The new Dielectric-SRR achieved unloaded quality 
factor Qu 3 times higher than the Qu value of the conventional Metal-SRR. 
Besides the new tunable filter, a new class of non-tunable filter with two different 
configurations is investigated. The two filters are designed based on the new Dielectric-
SRRs, the first design is 3rd order Chebyshev filter, and the second is a 4th order filter with 
two symmetric transmission zeros.  The non-tunable filters achieved excellent measured 
performance, and good agreement between measurements and simulations. 
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Chapter 1   Introduction   
1.1 Motivation 
Microwave tunable filters with stringent requirements on insertion loss are in demand 
for wireless and satellite applications in recent years. This due to the rapid development 
in the wireless communication systems, where every few years there is a new generation 
of wireless systems present for customers, for example the 3rd generation of cellular 
network is introduced in 2003 then followed by the 4th generation in 2013. The tunable 
filters are required to provide solutions for coexist wireless networks of multiple 
standards and requirements [1-2].  
In addition, tunable filters can be tuned remotely; this can support the wireless stations 
which can be located on very high towers or in the remote rural areas [1]. The tunable 
filters can be beneficial for satellite applications due to the difficulty to changing or 
adding equipment for satellites in the space. The satellite applications also can use a 
tunable filter instead of the large filters bank, and this will significantly reduce on the 
satellite mass, size and cost [1-3]. 
Non-tunable filters with very high performance are using currently in wireless systems 
like cellular base stations and satellites, these filters employ 3-D resonators such as 
coaxial, dielectric and cavity resonator [6-8]. These resonators can present insertion 
losses lower than the planar resonators (e.g. microstrip resonator) as shown in Figure 
1.1 [9]. For this reason tunable filters should use such 3-D resonators to maintain the 
same high performance [1]. 
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However, the current tunable filters reported high insertion loss even when using 3-D 
resonators like coaxial and dielectric resonators [10-16], and this is due to use of high 
loss tuning elements such as MEMS, piezoelectric, varactor diode and disks [1-5]. 
In this thesis a new tunable filter is presented to tune the filter bandwidth (BW) at a 
particular centre frequency. The filter BW is tuned based on rotating the filter resonators 
only and without adding tuning elements. The Split Ring Resonators are chosen to 
design this tunable filter. In general SRRs have two different configurations, that is 
planar or microstrip SRRs [17] or 3-D SRRs [18]. In this research we used only the 3-D 
SRRs to achieve the lower insertion loss. The 3-D SRR is metal resonator and has 
unloaded quality factor Qu of about 5000 at S band, similar to coaxial resonator [19, 
20], these 3-D SRRs are rarely used in microwave filters [18-20], but commonly used 
with the microwave sensors [21, 22].  
                        
                      
Figure 1.1 Relative size and insertion loss of the common resonators from [9] 
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In this thesis the 3-D SRRs are made from a dielectric material of high dielectric 
constant instead of metal material (as the conventional Metal-SRRs) to achieve 
resonators with higher unloaded quality factor Qu. This represents a new type of 
resonator which has the shape of conventional Metal-SRR but uses materials similar to 
the conventional dielectric resonator and we call it the Dielectric-SRR. 
A new class of fixed or non-tunable filters, with two different configurations and based 
on the new Dielectric-SRRs are presented in this thesis in addition to the tunable filters. 
These new fixed filters are designed to validate the new Dielectric-SRRs concept, and to 
achieve filter response with low insertion loss which is suitable for wireless applications 
with stringent requirements. The novelties presented in this thesis can be grouped into 
two categories: (i) Dielectric-SRRs with high Qu; (ii) tunable and non-tunable filters 
with low insertion loss combined with the use of Dielectric-SRRs. 
1.2 Thesis overview 
The thesis motivation and objectives are given in the previous section. Chapter 2 
presents brief description for the fundamental filter theory. This includes overview of 
microwave filters, lowpass prototype filters and n × n coupling matrix representation. 
Chapter 3 introduces the new type of microwave resonators we called Dielectric-SRR; 
the new resonator is simulated and measured. The Qu of Dielectric-SRR is compared to 
that of Metal-SRR. Chapter 4 presents a new class of microwave fixed filters with two 
different configurations. These filters are designed using the new Dielectric-SRRs. This 
chapter also shows the method of extracting the physical dimensions of microwave 
filters by using an EM simulator. Chapter 5 introduces a new type of tunable filters 
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designed to tune the filter bandwidth based on rotating the filter resonators and without 
adding tuning elements. Chapter 6 presents a summary for the thesis chapters. Also 
some recommendations are given for future research. 
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Chapter 2   Fundamental Filter Theory 
2.1 Overview of Microwave Filters 
A filter is a two-port signal selective device used in the communication systems to 
select the wanted signals and reject the unwanted signals [1]. There are four types of 
filter based on the attenuation characteristics. These types are low-pass, high-pass, 
bandpass and band-stop as shown in Figure 2.1 [2]. 
 
Most two-port microwave filters (or other circuit) can be represented by a typical 
network as shown in Figure 2.2, where V1 and V2 are the voltage variables, I1 and I2 are 
the current variables, for both network ports, Z01 and Z02 are the terminal impedances, 
and es is the source voltage [1]. 
                                     
                                 (a)                                                                  (b) 
 
                       
                                    (c)                                                               (d) 
Figure 2.1 Categories of filter responses, (a) low-pass response, (b) high-
pass response, (c) bandpass response and (d) bandstop response 
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a1, b1 and a2, b2 as shown in Figure 2.2 are wave variables. These variables are used due 
to the difficulty in measuring the voltage and current at RF/microwave frequencies. a 
variable represents the incident waves and b variable represents reflected waves. The 
relationships between these variables (a and b) and the voltage and current variables are 
[1], 
                                        
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
2
n
n n n
n
n
n n n
n
V
a Z I
Z
V
b Z I
Z
 
= + 
 
 
 
= − 
 
 
     n=1 and 2                                (2-1) 
The above waves variables (a and b) are represented by coefficients called scattering 
parameters (S-parameters) [1], 
                                           
2 1
2 1
1 1
11 12
1 20 0
2 2
21 22
1 20 0
a a
a a
b b
S S
a a
b b
S S
a a
= =
= =
= =
= =
                                                (2-2) 
when the incident waves (an) equal to zero this presents a perfect impedance match at 
ports. The parameters S11 and S22 represent the reflection coefficients of the two-ports 
network, whereas the S12 and S21 represent the insertion transmission coefficients. In 
 
Figure 2.2 Two-port network filter representation and its variables [1] 
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case of the microwave filter which is generally reciprocal and symmetric, the reflection 
coefficients and insertion transmission coefficients are equal (S11 = S22, S12 = S21). 
These parameters are directly measurable at microwave frequencies [1]. The S-
parameters are complex and introduced in terms of amplitudes and phases. The S-
parameters amplitudes are determined as [1], 
( )10 2120logAL S= −  dB 
                                                                                                                                    (2-3) 
( )10 1120logRL S= −  dB 
The logarithm operations of both equations are base 10, where LA indicates the insertion 
loss and LR indicates the return loss. 
2.2 Microwave Filter Theory 
This section describes briefly the important fundamental theory for designing a general 
microwave filter.  
2.2.1 Transfer function 
The transfer function is a mathematical expression of the insertion transmission 
coefficient (S21) for a two-port filter [1].  
2.2.1.1 All-pole Chebyshev filters 
The filter of Chebyshev response gives an equal-ripple signal in the passband and a roll 
off from ω = 1 as shown in Figure 2.3 [1]. The amplitude-squared transfer function for a 
two-port filter with Chebyshev response is defined as [3] 
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                                             ( )
( )
2
21 22
1
1
S s
D s
=
+
                                          (2-4) 
where ɛ is the ripple constant and s is a complex variable, the ripple constant (ɛ) can be 
obtained from the passband ripple LAr (in dB) as [1] 
                                                       10 110
ArL
 −=                                                        (2-5) 
D(s) represents a characteristic function; it can be defined as a ratio of two polynomials 
[3] 
                                                           ( )
( )
( )
F s
D s
P s
=                                                     (2-6) 
For the two-port network the transfer function can be defined in term of a rational 
function as [3] 
                                            ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )11 21
F s P s
S s S s
E s E s
= =                                     (2-7) 
E(s) and F(s) are characteristic polynomials with Nth degree and highest-power 
coefficients equal to one. The degree of E(s) and F(s) refers to the filter order, while the 
degree of polynomial P(s) represents the number of transmission zeros at finite 
frequencies. More details about the characteristic polynomials F(s) P(s) and E(s) can be 
found in [3]. 
The polynomials of Chebyshev transfer function can be expressed as [4] 
                                                
( )
( ) ( )1
1
1
cosh cosh
N
n
P s
F s s−
=
=
 
=  
 

                                     (2-8)                             
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The Chebyshev filter achieve all pole response because its transmission zeros are 
located at infinity, the stopband of all pole response attenuates smoothly [3]. 
The typical amplitude response of a Chebyshev filter is shown in Figure 2.3. This 
response is for a 6th order filter and normalised to achieve a unit cut-off frequency. The 
passband ripple LAr is 0.043 dB as shown in Figure 2.3b, by using equation (2-3). The 
return loss is better than 20 dB. 
 
 
            (a) 
 
            (b)  
Figure 2.3 Chebyshev Lowpass responses, (a) S11 and S21 magnitude in dB, 
and (b) S21 passband ripple 
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2.2.1.2 Filters with Finite Transmission Zeros 
In order to add transmission zeros (TZs) to the filter response, the order of the 
polynomial P(s) in equation (2-7) should be equal to the required number of 
transmission zeros at finite frequencies. All polynomials F(s), P(s) and E(s) are 
normalized to the highest-power coefficients and assumed equal to one [3]. 
The addition of transmission zeros to the filter transfer function leads to increase the 
selectivity of the filter. Figure 2.4a shows the sixth order Chebyshev filter responses 
with same specifications of the example (in Figure 2.3) except adding two symmetrical 
transmission zeros located at ±1.5. The filter response with TZs achieved higher 
selectivity than the all pole response as shown in Figure 2.4. 
 
2.2.2 Lowpass Prototype Filter 
The lowpass prototype filter is a lumped element circuit used to realise the transfer 
function. This prototype is the same as a general lowpass filter in terms of response and 
     
                                   (a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 2.4 (a) Lowpass responses with 2 symmetric transmission zeros, and (b) 
Comparison between S21 responses with TZs and without TZs 
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circuit elements, except that elements values of the lowpass prototype filter are 
normalized to make the source resistance/conductance (g0) and the cut-off angular 
frequency (Ωc) equal to one [1]. 
There are two possible forms of nth order lowpass prototype filters as shown in Figure 
2.5. Both these prototype forms present the same response, and can be used to realise an 
all-pole filter response such as a Chebyshev filter. n in Figure 2.5 represents the number 
of reactive elements, gn+1  is the conductance/resistance of the load, and gi for i=1 to n, 
represents the capacitance of the parallel capacitors or the inductance of the series 
inductors. The lowpass prototype filter in general can be utilised to design practical 
filters with frequency and element transformation given below [1]. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.5 Lowpass prototype filters for all-pole responses, (a) ladder filter 
circuit, and (b) its dual 
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2.2.3 Low-pass to Band-pass Transformation 
The lowpass prototype filter with normalised values gn and Ωc can be employed to 
design practical bandpass filters by applying frequency and element transformation. For 
frequency transformation, assuming the desired bandpass response having pass-edges 
angular frequency ω1 and ω2, the desired frequency transformation is given as [1] 
                                                    
0
0
c
FBW

 
 
 = − 
 
                                              (2-9) 
2 1
0
FBW
 

−
=   
                                                                                                                                (2-10) 
0 1 2 =     
  
where Ωc is the lowpass prototype cut-off frequency, ω is the frequency variable, ω0 
represents the centre angular frequency and FBW is  the fractional bandwidth. This 
frequency transformation if applied to the lowpass prototype filter in Figure 2.5 of parallel 
capacitors and series inductors is given as [1] 
                                        0
0
1c cg gj g j
FBW j FBW


 
 
 → +                                    (2-11) 
This leads to transform a series inductor or parallel capacitor in lowpass prototype filter 
to series or parallel LC resonant circuit in the bandpass filter [1]. The elements 
transformation from lowpass prototype filters to practical bandpass filters is shown in 
Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.7 shows a practical equivalent circuit of a 3rd order bandpass Chebyshev filter 
obtained from the element transformation of a 3rd order Chebyshev lowpass prototype 
[1]. 
 
2.2.4 Microwave Resonator and Unloaded Quality Factor 
A microwave resonator is any structure that has one or more oscillating electromagnetic 
fields [1]. This device employed in microwave filters usually work in the microwave 
frequency range from 30 MHz to 300 GHz [5]. Examples for the microwave resonators 
are microstrip resonator, combline resonator, dielectric resonator and cavity resonator 
[2]. The microwave resonator can be represented by a lumped-element or an LC circuit. 
However, lumped elements are very difficult to manufacture at microwave frequencies 
 
Figure 2.6 Elements transformation from lowpass prototype filter to bandpass filter 
 
Figure 2.7 Practical equivalent circuit of 3rd order bandpass Chebyshev filter 
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[5]. The lumped element circuit representation assists in the understanding and design 
showing the common and the basic characteristics of microwave filters such as the filter 
responses, losses and coupling matrix [2]. 
The LC resonant equivalent circuit can be in series or in parallel as shown in Figure 2.8a 
and 2.7b. In practice, the microwave resonators losses are present and these losses can 
be represented by adding resistors to the LC resonant circuit as shown in Figure 2.8c 
and 2.7d [1]. 
 
The losses of the RLC resonant circuit can be determined by a parameter called 
unloaded quality factor (Qu), where a resonator with higher loss implies a lower Qu [2]. 
In general the unloaded quality factor Qu of microwave resonator is defined by  
 
                      (a)                                                         (b) 
 
                              (c)                                                        (d) 
Figure 2.8 Lumped-element resonant circuits (a) Series LC resonant circuit, 
(b) Parallel LC resonant circuit. (c) Series RLC resonant circuit, and (d) 
Parallel RLC resonant circuit 
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                            0
Time-average energy stored in resonator
Averange power lost in resonator
uQ =                         (2-12) 
The Qu of the series RLC resonance circuits can be determined by [2] 
                                                  0
0
1
u
L
Q
R RC


= =                                                 (2-13) 
For parallel RLC resonance circuits the Qu can be determined by [2] 
                                                   0
0
u
R
Q RC
L


= =                                                  (2-14) 
The microwave resonator losses may be from conductor, dielectric, or radiation. The 
total Qu of a microwave resonator with these losses is given as [2]  
                                                
1 1 1 1
u c d rQ Q Q Q
= + +                                                   (2-15) 
The Q-factors in the equation are conductor quality factor Qc, dielectric quality factor 
Qd and radiation quality factor Qr.  
The Q-factors (Qu, Qc, Qd, and Qr) of the microwave resonator can all be determined by 
using an EM simulator. The Qu can also be measured directly by coupling the resonator 
to external ports (source and load) and then measured with a vector network analyser 
(VNA). The microwave resonator simulation and measurement are described in Chapter 
3. 
2.3 n × n Coupling Matrix Representation of nth order filter 
The coupling matrix is a concept used to represent the filter topologies based on lumped 
element circuit [1]. The coupling matrix representation was introduced for the first time 
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by Atia and Williams in 1970 [6-8]. It was an n × n coupling matrix, where n is the 
filter order. Later the coupling matrix developed and extended to be a n + 2 matrix [9]. 
This section discusses only the n × n coupling matrix, as this type will be needed in the 
filter design later. 
Figure 2.9a shows nth order equivalent circuit with magnetic coupled resonators, and 
Figure 2.9b shows nth order equivalent circuit with electric coupled resonators. The 
Kirchhoff’s voltage law can be used for analysing the equivalent circuit of the magnetic 
coupled resonators as given in Figure 2.9a, and Kirchhoff’s current law can be used for 
analysing the equivalent circuit of the electric coupled resonators as given in Figure 
2.9b. The resistance, inductance, and capacitance of the circuit are denoted by R, L and 
C respectively, i denote the loop current, G is the conductance and es is the voltage 
source [1]. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.9 Equivalent circuits of nth coupled resonators. (a) Magnetic coupled 
resonators (Kirchhoff’s voltage law) and (b) electric coupled resonators (Kirchhoff’s 
current law) [1] 
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The circuit of magnetic coupled resonators is analysed by the Kirchhoff’s loop 
equations as given in [1] 
               
1 1 1 1,2 2 1,
1
2,1 1 2 2 2,
2
,1 1
1
     
1
        0
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where Lij=Lji are the mutual inductance between resonators i
th and jth, and as shown in 
Figure 2.9a. The loop currents are assumed to be at same direction. These Kirchhoff’s 
voltage equations (2-16) are given in matrix form as [1] 
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or                                            
        sZ i e=                                                         
where [Z] represents an n × n impedance matrix. If the filter circuit is assumed to be 
synchronously tuned, this means the resonators of the filter circuit  resonate at the same 
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frequency, called mid-band frequency 0 1 / LC = , where L= L1= L2= ∙∙∙ Ln and C= 
C1= C2= ∙∙∙ Cn. The impedance matrix can be written as 
                                                   0Z L FBW Z  =                                                 (2-18) 
where [?̅?] represents the normalised impedance matrix and FBW is the fraction 
bandwidth, the [?̅?] of a synchronously tuned filter can be expressed as [1] 
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where p is the frequency variable; mij is the normalised coupling coefficient of 
resonators i and j; qe1 and qen is the normalised external quality factors of input and 
output resonators. These parameters (p, mij, qe1 and qen) can be expressed as given in [1] 
                                                0
0
1
p j
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 
 
= − 
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                                             (2-20) 
,
,
i j
i j
M
m
FBW
=    
                                                                                                                                   (2-21) 
                                                        for 1,ei eiq Q FBW i n=  =    
where Mij are de-normalised coupling coefficients and Qei are the de-normalised 
external quality factor of input and output resonators. These values are used for the 
practical design of filters and are given as [1] 
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In case when the filter is asynchronously tuned and each resonator of this filter has a 
different resonance frequency, an extra normalised coupling coefficient mii is added to 
the diagonal of the matrix and is expressed as [1] 
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The equivalent circuit of mutual capacitance in Figure 2.9b can be analysed similar to 
the   equivalent circuit of mutual inductance. The normalised admittance [?̅?] can be 
obtained for the equivalent circuit of electric coupling by using the Kirchhoff current 
law as [1] 
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As shown in equation (2-25) the normalised admittance matrix [?̅?] is identical to the 
normalised impedance matrix [?̅?], and for this reason both matrices can be utilised to 
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represent one general coupling matrix [A]  regardless type of coupling (magnetic, 
electric or mixed coupling) as defined in [1] 
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or simplified as [1] 
       A q p U j m= + −  
where [q] is the n × n matrix of normalised external quality factors, [U] represents n × n 
identity matrix, [m] is a n by n reciprocal matrix (m=m) which is called general an 
coupling matrix, in case of synchronously tuned filter the [m] have zeros diagonal 
entries. 
For the two-port network as in Figure 2.2 the S-parameters can be obtained from [1] 
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The coupling matrix [m] and external quality factor qe for a bandpass filter with 
standard responses (such as Chebyshev or Butterworth) directly can be synthesised 
according to equation (2-21) and by using the lowpass prototype filter g-values as [1] 
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These g-element values are determined according to the filter order and passband ripple 
(LAr).The g-element values of the common used lowpass prototype filters such as 
Chebyshev can be directly obtained from tables or formulae as given in [1, 10].  
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2.4 Microwave Filter Design 
The approach of design a microwave filter can be represented by three steps. The first 
step is synthesising the filter coupling matrix [m] according to the filter specifications. 
Then based on the values of matrix [m] entries can calculate the filter response and the 
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design parameters (Mi,i+1 and Qe)  as well as model the filter topology. An example is 
given later in this section for the first step of microwave filter design. The second step is 
extracting the physical dimensions of the filter structure based on the values of the filter 
design parameters (Mi,i+1 and Qe) and by using an EM simulator. This second step of 
filter design is described in Chapter 4. Finally, the third step is to optimise the filter 
dimensions by using an EM simulator; because the filter response with the initial 
extracted dimensions may not be close enough for the filters ideal response. The filter is 
then fabricated based on the optimised dimensions and then measured by a vector 
network analyser (VNA). The measured response should be very close to the optimised 
(simulated) results. This design approach can be applied to most types of microwave 
filters such as waveguide, coaxial, dielectric and microstrip filters [1]. 
This section will now proceed with an example for the first step of the filter design 
procedure, this example shows synthesis of the coupling matrix [m] for a 4th order 
bandpass Chebyshev filter. The filter response has 20 dB return loss and 0.05 FBW at 3 
GHz. Based on these filter specifications the g-values of the lowpass prototype filter are 
obtained by using equation (2-29) as g1=0.9314 g2=1.2920 g3=1.5775 g4=0.7628 and 
g5=1.2210. The normalised synthesised coupling matrix [m] and qe according to 
equations (2-28) are given as 
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The filter coupling coefficients Mi,i+1 and external quality factor Qe are calculated by 
using equation (2-28) as: 
M1,2= M3,4= 0.0455, M2,3= 0.0349 
Qe1= Qe2= 18.66 
This result corresponds to the filter topology shown in Figure 2.10. 
 
The filter response calculated from the synthesised coupling matrix and by using 
equation (2-27) is shown in Figure 2.11. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 4th order filter topology 
 
Figure 2.11 S-parameter responses for a 4th order passband filter calculated from  
coupling matrix 
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2.5 Summary 
A brief explanation for the fundamental theory of microwave filters is presented in this 
chapter. This includes description for the transfer function of a Chebyshev response and 
the Chebyshev lowpass prototype filters as well as the transformation from lowpass 
prototype filters to bandpass filters. The representation of the n×n coupling matrix for 
an nth order filter is described in this chapter, as well. Finally, an example for synthesis 
of a coupling matrix of a 6th order Chebyshev filter is given. 
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Chapter 3   Novel Dielectric Split Ring Resonators with High 
Unloaded Quality Factor 
3.1 Introduction 
A new resonator with high unloaded quality factor Qu called Dielectric Split Ring 
Resonator (Dielectric-SRR) is presented in this chapter. This resonator is utilised to 
design a microwave filter in the next chapters and is therefore looked into in detail. The 
Dielectric-SRR is made from a dielectric material of high constant (εr) and is of the 
same shape of a conventional metal Split Ring Resonator (Metal-SRR) [1-3]. The new 
Dielectric-SRR can achieve Qu higher than the conventional Metal-SRR due to 
removing the conduction loss [4]. The Qu of the Dielectric-SRR can be even higher than 
the Qu of the conventional cylindrical Dielectric Resonators (CDRs) [5, 6] with the 
same dielectric constant (εr) and loss tangent.  
An overview of the conventional Dielectric Resonators (DRs) is given in Section 3.2. 
The Dielectric-SRR is modelled and simulated by the CST software package in Section 
3.3, the Metal-SRR is simulated in this section for comparison purposes. The simulation 
results include the resonators electromagnetic field distribution, resonance frequency 
and unloaded quality factor (Qu).  The fabrication and measurements of some 
Dielectric-SRRs and the Metal-SRR are described in section 3.4. Comparison between 
the Dielectric-SRR and the conventional CDR is given in Section 3.5. 
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3.2 Dielectric Resonators (DRs) 
The DRs are a good choice for microwave filters with stringent requirement on the 
insertion loss. The DR filters have a small size and weight compared to waveguide 
filters and very low insertion loss compared to microstrip and coaxial filters; such filters 
are very suitable for many wireless applications such as satellite systems and mobile 
base stations [5-9]. 
The most common DR is a cylindrical dielectric resonator (CDR) as shown in Figure 
3.1a [5, 6]. The CDRs are mounted in a metal cavity to decease the radiation loss, and 
supported by Teflon (or other low loss, low dielectric constant material) holders to 
decrease the conduction or cavity loss as shown in Figure 3.1b.  
 
Most of the electromagnetic fields are stored inside the conventional DRs; the amount 
of stored electric fields depends on the dielectric constant (εr) [5, 6]. Popular εr for DRs 
are from 20 to 100 [5]; and the loss of DRs is primarily determined by the dissipated 
factor called loss tangent (tan δ). The DRs in some research paper are called Ceramic 
                                      
                                     (a)                                                        (b) 
Figure 3.1 Configuration of CDR, (a) CDR model with radius R and height W, and (b) 
CDR inside metal cavity and on the supporting holder 
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Resonator because most DRs are made from ceramic material. The DR holders are 
usually made from dielectric material with low εr and loss tangent like Teflon of εr=2.1. 
The dimensions of a DR depend on the fundamental mode wavelength (λd) inside the 
DR. The wavelength λd is proportional to λo/√εr, where λo is the wavelength in the air. 
For this reason a higher εr can be used with low frequencies to obtain a DR with a 
smaller size [5]. 
There are 3 other less common shapes for the DRs in the literature [5] as shown in 
Figure 3.2.  
 
The best achievable Qu for conventional DRs (cylindrical, ring, combline or rectangular 
DR) are approximately equal in value if the DRs are made from the same material and 
resonate at same fundamental frequency. But these DRs have different electromagnetic 
(EM) field distributions, modes separation and volume [5-7]. 
                     
               (a)                                             (b)                                           (c)                                  
     Figure 3.2 DRs   with   different   shapes,   (a)   Ring DR,   (b) Combline DR, 
      and  (c)  Rectangular DR 
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The ring and cylindrical DRs have the same EM field distributions of TE01 for the 
fundamental mode as shown in Figure 3.3 [9]. The TE01 is the most common mode for 
designing DR filters because it has no degenerate mode [5].  
 
In general the DRs have relatively a small separation between the fundamental mode 
and first higher order. For example the mode separation for the cylindrical DR with (εr = 
97) is about 600 MHz at S band and for the ring DR with (εr = 97) is about 1100 MHz at 
S band [5, 6].  
There are two common methods used in the past to design and investigate the 
conventional DRs: Cohn’s method in 1968 and the mode-matching method in 1983 [10-
12]. Recently investigating the DR characteristics such as resonance frequency and the 
unloaded quality factor are achieved based on an EM simulator like the CST software 
package [13-14].  
                                 
           (a)                                                       (b) 
Figure 3.3 TE01 mode of CDR, (a) electric field of top view and (b) magnetic 
fields of side view from [9] 
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New DRs with complex shapes compared to conventional DRs are designed by using 
the EM simulators. These new DRs are useful for designing low loss filters with 
interesting features. For example the half-cut DR with through slots is presented for 
dual-mode and quad-mode filters as shown in Figure 3.4a [15]. Another new DR with 
rectangular shape and through slots is designed for the triple-band filters as shown in 
Figure 3.4b [16]. A new shape of DR is presented in the next section and used to design 
low loss tunable filters as well as untunable filters. 
 
3.3 The Dielectric Split Ring Resonator (Dielectric-SRR) 
This section presents a new type of microwave resonator with high Qu. This new 
resonator has a shape similar to the conventional Metal-SRR and a material similar to 
the conventional DRs. Subsequently, this new resonator is named the Dielectric-SRR. 
The Dielectric-SRR can obtain Qu higher than the Metal-SRR due to its use of dielectric 
material of high constant [17]. Also, the EM field distributions of the Dielectric-SRR 
are useful to design BW tunable filters [17]. Therefore, this new resonator is chosen to 
design tunable and non-tunable filters with low insertion loss later in this thesis. 
                                   
                                 (a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 3.4 DR with new shapes, (a) Half-cut DR with slots [15], and (b) Rectangular 
DR with slots [16] 
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The Dielectric-SRR has a cylindrical ring with a longitudinal gap, as shown in Figure 
3.5. This resonator achieves EM field distributions similar to that of the conventional 
Metal-SRRs with a high Qu, like the conventional DRs. 
 
The Dielectric-SRR is modelled by CST software with the dimensions as shown in 
Figure 3.5. These dimensions can achieve high Qu, as shown later in this section. The 
conventional Metal-SRR is also modelled with the same dimensions for comparison 
purpose. Each resonator is mounted on a Teflon holder and is inside a metal cavity, as 
shown in Figure 3.6. The material specifications of this model are listed in Table 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.5 The Dielectric-SRR dimensions: the gap width (G), the resonator radius 
(R) and the cross section (W) 
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The CST simulated EM field distributions of the fundamental mode for the Dielectric-
SRR and the Metal-SRR are shown in Table 3.2. These simulations in Table 3.2 show 
that the most electric field is inside the resonator gap, and most magnetic fields are at 
the opposite side around the resonator loop in both the Metal-SRR and Dielectric-SRR. 
In addition, the EM fields are not high inside the dielectric material of the Dielectric-
SRR.  
 
 
Figure 3.6 Model of single resonator inside metal cavity and on the Teflon holder,  
the dimensions unit in (mm) 
Table 3.1 Material specifications for the model in Figure 3.6 
 Dielectric-SRR Holder 
Metal-SRR and metal 
cavity 
Material 
specifications 
Titania 
εr =97 
tan δ= 7.2×10-5 
Teflon 
εr =2.1 
tan δ= 4.4×10-5 
Copper with 
electric conductivity of 
σ =5.8 × 107 S/m 
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Table 3.2 EM field distributions for the Dielectric-SRR and the Metal-SRR. The top 
view for cross section AA and the side view for cross section BB (See Figure 3.6) 
Metal-SRR Dielectric-SRR 
Electric 
Fields 
Top 
View 
  
Side 
View 
  
Magnetic 
Fields 
Top 
View 
 
 
     
Side 
View 
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The power loss in the each part of the resonator model (in Figure 3.6) can be determined 
by quality factor or Q-factor, as given in Chapter 2 [18]. The power dissipated in the 
conductors of the resonator model is assessed by the conductive quality factor Qc, and 
power dissipated in the dielectrics is assessed by the dielectric quality factor Qd. The 
total dissipated power in the all parts of the resonator model is determined by the 
unloaded quality factor Qu. When using the Metal-SRR with the model given in  
Figure 3.6, the Qu can be calculated by [18] 
                                 
_ _ _
1 1 1 1
u c cavity c resonator d holderQ Q Q Q
= + +                                          (3-1) 
and when using the Dielectric-SRR, the Qu can be calculated by [18] 
                                   
_ _ _
1 1 1 1
u c cavity d resonator d holderQ Q Q Q
= + +                                         (3-2) 
The lower dissipated power in the parts of the resonator model leads to achieving higher 
Qu for the resonator model. Therefore, the resonators with higher Qu are desired for 
designing filters with lower insertion loss. The Eigenmode analysis in CST software is 
used to calculate the Q-factors for the resonator model as given in Figure 3.6. The 
simulated Q-factors by the Eigenmode solver for the Metal-SRR and Dielectric-SRR are 
as shown in Figure 3.7. 
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The volume-loss results in the CST dialog box represent the total Qd of the Dielectric-
SRR and the Teflon holder. The Qd of the Dielectric-SRR can be found by assuming the 
holder has zero loss (loss tangent = 0) and simulating the resonator model again. Holder 
Qd can then be determined by subtracting the Dielectric-SRR Qd from the total Qd (See 
equation 3-2). The CST simulated results of the all Q-factors for the Dielectric-SRR and 
the Metal-SRR are listed in Table 3.3. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.7 CST dialog box of the Q-factors calculation. (a) Results of the Metal-SRR 
and (b) Results of the Dielectric-SRR 
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As shown in Table 3.3, the Qu of Dielectric-SRR is three times higher than the Qu of 
Metal-SRR. This is due to removing the conduction loss of the Metal-SRR by using the 
dielectric material of high constant. 
The Metal-SSR in Table 3.3 has a slightly lower frequency than the Dielectric-SSR. 
However, if the Metal-SSR is reduced in size to give the same frequency as the 
Dielectric-SSR (2.19 GHz), the simulation result of Qu at 2.19 GHz increases to 4,035. 
This Metal-SRR Qu is still almost three times lower than the Dielectric-SSR.  
The holder Qd values (in Table 3.3) are relatively low compared to cavity Q-factors, and 
this leads to decrease the Qu of the resonator model. In order to determine the holder 
effect, the resonator model is simulated again without the holder. The simulated Qu for 
the Dielectric-SRR and the Metal-SRR without using holders are as given in Table 3.4.  
Table 3.3 Comparison of the CST simulated Q-factors for Dielectric-SRR and 
Metal-SRR. 
 Dielectric-SRR Metal-SRR 
fc (GHz) 2.19 1.51 
Cavity Qc  126,880 128,960 
Metal-SRR Qc   6,703 
Total Qc 126,880 6,372 
Holder Qd  37,100 13,482 
Dielectric-SRR Qd  22,915  
Total Qd 14,166 13,482 
Qu 12,743 4,327 
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The resonator Qu, without using the holder, is increased by 60% for the Dielectric-SRR 
and by 68% for the Metal-SRR. These results show the cylindrical holders have 
significant effect on Qu of the Dielectric-SRRs and the Metal-SRRs. 
On the other hand, this cylindrical holder achieves very high Qd with conventional DRs 
[4-10]. This is because the most electric fields are stored inside the dielectric material of 
the conventional DRs (e.g. ring, cylindrical, and rectangular DR) [4, 5]. Thus, the 
electric fields within holders of conventional DRs are very low. The cylindrical holder 
effect on the CDR Qu is shown later in this chapter. 
In the case of the Dielectric-SRR, the most electric fields are stored near and inside the 
gap of the resonator (as given in Table 3.2). This electric fields distribution leads to the 
increase of electric fields and loss within the holder because the cylindrical holder is 
very close to the resonator gap. Therefore, a new holder is designed for the Dielectric-
SRR to increase the holder Qd. This holder has a Y configuration with the same material 
of the conventional holder (in Table 3.1) and is called Y-holder. The Y-holder design 
Table 3.4 Comparison of the CST simulated Qu and fc for the Dielectric-SRR 
and Metal-SRR without using Holder. 
 
Without Holder With Holder 
Dielectric-
SRR 
Metal-
SRR 
Dielectric-
SRR 
Metal-
SRR 
fc (GHz) 2.315 1.68 2.19 1.51 
Qu 20,507 7,275 12,743 4,327 
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reduces the overall amount of the holder Teflon material, especially from the resonator 
gap as shown in Figure 3.8.  
 
The new single resonator model in Figure 3.8b is the same as the model which used in 
previous simulations (in Figure 3.6) except for the new Y-holder. The dimensions of the 
model in Figure 3.8b are as shown in Figure 3.9. 
 
Comparison of CST simulated results for the model of Y-holder (Figure 3.9) and the 
model of the conventional holder (in Figure 3.6) are summarised below in Table 3.5. 
                               
                     (a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 3.8 Configuration of the Y-holder, (a) 3-D model of the Teflon Y-holder 
and (b) the single resonator inside a metal cavity and mounted on a Y-holder 
 
Figure 3.9 Model of a single resonator inside metal cavity and on the Teflon 
holder. The model material specifications are given in Table 3.1. The 
dimensions unit in (mm) 
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The results in Table 3.5 show that, by using the Y-holder instead of the conventional 
holder, the Qu values are increased by 50% with Dielectric-SRR and by 55% with the 
Metal-SRR. The Qd values of the Y-holder are increased due to eliminating the Teflon 
material from the resonator gap where the most electric fields are stored. The Dielectric-
SRR Qu in Table 3.5 is three times higher than the Metal-SRR Qu when using either the 
Y-holder or the conventional holder. 
3.3.1 The effect of the resonator gap on the Fundamental Resonance Frequency 
The relationship between the gap dimensions of the Dielectric-SRR and the 
fundamental resonance frequency is investigated in this section by using the CST 
software. The same model of the Dielectric-SRR inside the cylindrical metal cavity (in 
Figure 3.9) and the material specifications in Table 3.1 are used in the CST simulations. 
Table 3.5 Qu comparison for Dielectric-SRR and Metal-SRR when used conventional 
holder (in Figure 3.6) and Y-holder (in Figure 3.9) 
 By Using Y-holder By Using Conventional Holder 
 Dielectric-SRR Metal-SRR Dielectric-SRR Metal-SRR 
f (GHz) 2.3 1.66 2.19 1.51 
Cavity Qc  122,510 124,010 126,880 128,960 
Metal-SRR Qc   7,616  6,703 
Total Qc  122,510 7,176 126,880 6,372 
Holder Qd  315,080 108,810 37,100 13,482 
Dielectric-SRR Qd  24,502  22,915  
Total  Qd  22,734 108,810 14,166 13,482 
Qu 19,176 6,732 12,743 4,327 
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The gap dimensions G and W as shown in Figure 3.5 are varied in CST simulations. The 
dimension G is varied from 1 to 5 mm when W=5 mm and the resonator radius is 12.5 
mm. The CST simulation results of the fundamental resonance frequency are shown in 
Figure 3.10. 
 
The increasing G as shown in Figure 3.10 led to the decreasing of capacitance in the 
resonator gap where the most electric fields located and thus an increase of the resonant 
frequency. 
In addition the gap dimension W is varied by the CST software from 3 to 8 mm when G 
= 3.5 mm, the results of these simulations are as shown in Figure 3.11.  As expected the 
resonance frequency decreases when W increases due to the increase of capacitance in 
the resonator gap. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Fundamental resonance frequency against the resonator gap dimension G  
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3.3.2 Effect of the Dielectric-SRR Dimensions on the Qu and the Mode Separation 
This section shows the effect of the Dielectric-SRR dimensions on the Qu at 2.3 GHz, 
and on the separation between the fundamental mode (2.3GHz) and the first higher 
order. The model of the single Dielectric-SRR (in Figure 3.9) with the material 
specifications shown in Table 3.1 are used in the CST simulations. The resonator gap 
dimension W (in Figure 3.5) is varied with three different G values, and the resonator 
radius R is tuned to fix the fundamental resonance frequency at 2.3 GHz.  
The CST simulated results of Qu and the mode separation are as shown in Figure 3.12. 
The mode separation represents the separation between the fundamental mode (2.3 
GHz) and the first higher order mode of the Dielectric-SRR. The EM field distributions 
of fundamental mode are given in Table 3.2 and the EM field distributions of first 
higher mode are as shown in Table 3.6.  
 
Figure 3.11 Fundamental resonance frequency against the gap dimension W 
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(a) 
        
(b) 
Figure 3.12 Effect of Dielectric-SRR dimensions, (a) on the Qu and (b) on the modes 
separation 
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Figure 3.12 (a) shows for the three G dimensions the Qu increases when the W increases 
and R decreases at the same time. Also, the Qu increases when the G and R increase at 
the same time and in the same W dimension. The varying of the Qu values at 2.3 GHz 
and the mode separation as given Figure 3.12 are due to combination of two different 
dimensions.  So, for these simulations, it is not possible to determine the effect of each 
dimension on the Qu and the mode separation.  
The simulated results show the best Qu and mode separation together can be achieved at 
2.3 GHz when the Dielectric-SRR dimension W is about 5 to 6 mm and R is about 10 to 
12 mm, depending upon the value of G. The square in Figure 3.12 indicates the 
dimensions of R = 12.5 mm, W = 5 mm, and G = 3.5 mm, which are used in the 
previous CST simulations (in Table 3.4) and was fabricated in the next section. The fact 
that this is not at the best mode separation/Qu point is due to the Dielectric-SRRs being 
Table 3.6 EM field distributions for fist higher order of the Dielectric-SRR 
Top View Side View 
Electric 
Fields 
 
 
Section AA 
Magnetic 
Fields 
 
 
Section BB 
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fabricated before this investigation of the mode separation and Qu against the resonator 
dimensions. 
The cavity radius is increased and decreased with the Dielectric-SRR radius (R) to make 
sure the metal cavity has a small effect on Qu. The Qc values of the metal cavity for all 
the results (in Figure 3.12a) are from 122,700 to 124,500, showing the metal cavity has 
a minimal effect on the total Qu.  
3.4 Fabrications and Measurements 
The Dielectric-SRR, Metal-SRR, and Y-holder are fabricated with the dimensions 
shown in Figure 3.9 and the material specifications in Table 3.1. The fabricated 
Dielectric-SRR, Metal-SRR, Y-holder, and the cylindrical cavity are shown in Figure 
3.13.  The holder is fixed in the cylindrical cavity by inserting the holder base into a slot 
with 3 mm depth on the bottom of the cavity, as shown in Figure 3.14. The slot 
diameter is larger than the holder base diameter by about 0.2 mm to achieve a tight 
connection between the holder and the cavity. Due to this slotting of holder into the 
cavity, the length of holder base is increased by 3 mm in the fabrication.  The resonator 
is then fixed tightly on the holder by adding three small Teflon sticks on the holder with 
2 mm height and thickness, as shown in Figure 3.14. The resonator model as given in 
Figure is simulated with these Teflon sticks to investigate their effects on the Qu and the 
resonance frequency. The  CST simulations showed these sticks have no effect on the 
resonator Qu and only shift the resonance frequency by 1 MHz. This is due to the very 
small dimensions of these sticks as well as their Teflon material of low constant and 
loss tangent. 
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(d) 
Figure 3.13 Fabrications (a) The Dielectric-SRR, (b) Metal-SRR, (c) Y-
holder, and (d) Cylindrical metal cavity with the resonator, Y-holder, and 
removed lid 
             
                         (a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 3.14 Parts of the resonator structure: (a) Top view and (b) Side view section AA 
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The measured S21 responses for the Dielectric-SRR and the Metal-SRR are shown in 
Figures 3.15 and 3.16, respectively.  
 
 
            
Figure 3.15 Measured S21 results for the Dielectric-SRR 
 
Figure 3.16 Measured S21 results for the Metal-SRR 
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The Qu for both resonators are calculated based on the above measured results by using 
[18] 
                                                      
20
21
101
S
L
u
Q
Q
−
=                                                          (3-3) 
Here, S21 is the minimum measured loss at the resonance frequency fc, and QL is the 
loaded quality factor, which is determined by using the centre frequency fc and the 3dB 
bandwidth BW3dB of the above measured S21 results as given [18] 
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The measured fc and Qu for the Dielectric-SRR and the Metal-SRR, with comparison to 
the simulated fc and Qu, are summarised in Table 3.7. 
 
As shown in Table 3.7, the measurements of fc for both resonators are lower than the 
simulations. Also, the measurements of Qu are lower than the simulations by about 10% 
for the Dielectric-SRR and 30% for the Metal-SRR. This due to the losses in the SMA 
connectors and the 5 cm semi-rigid cables which are not considered in the CST 
Eigenmode simulations. However, the measurements in Table 3.7 show that the 
Table 3.7 Comparison between measured and simulated results for the Dielectric-SRR 
and the Metal-SRR 
 
Measurement Simulation 
Dielectric-SRR Metal-SRR Dielectric-SRR Metal-SRR 
fc (GHz) 2.29 1.68 2.3 1.66 
Qu 17,021 4,630 19,176 6,732 
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Dielectric-SRR Qu is also three times higher than Metal-SRR Qu, similar to the CST 
simulation results. 
3.5 Qu Comparison for Dielectric-SRR and the cylindrical DR 
This section presents a comparison between the Qu of the novel Dielectric-SRR and the 
Qu of conventional CDR when both resonators have the same fundamental resonance 
frequency and material specifications (εr and tan δ). This comparison contains only CST 
simulation results. There are more shapes for the conventional DRs, such as the ring, 
combline, and rectangular DR (in Figure 3.2), but only the CDR is chosen for the 
comparison here because it is the most widely used [4-11], and the conventional DRs 
with these different shapes have approximately the same Qu [5]. 
The best Qu and mode separation for the CDR, as shown in Figure can be achieved by 
using the ratio of W/2R = 0.4. This ratio can achieve the strongest magnetic fields with a 
sufficient distance outside the CDR [5, 10]. As a result, this ratio is adopted to model 
the CDR in this section.  
 
The Dielectric-SRR and the CDR are mounted on the Teflon holder and inside a 
cylindrical copper cavity, as shown in Figure 3.18. Both these resonators in Figure 3.18 
 
Figure 3.17 Configuration of CDR R is the resonator radius, and W is the height. 
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are modelled to achieve the same fundamental resonance frequency of 2.3 GHz with the 
same material specifications (in Table 3.1). The CST simulation results of Qu are 
summarised in Table 3.8. 
 
 
                                        
                                  (a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 3.18 Model of single resonator inside the cavity and on the Teflon holder.  
(a) the Dielectric-SRR and (b) the conventional CDR. 
 
Table 3.8 CST simulation results for comparison between Dielectric-SRR and DR, both 
resonators have same material specifications (in Table 3.1) 
 Dielectric-SRR DR 
Resonator Dimensions (mm): 
Radius (R), Height (W), Gap Width 
(G) 
 R=10.7, W=6.5, G=5 R=7.5, W=6 
Cavity Dimensions Radius= 30, Height= 50 Radius= 15, Height=50 
Resonance Frequency  fc 2.3 GHz 2.3 GHz 
Cavity Qc 106,710 112,430 
Holder Qd 247,110 14×105 
Resonator Qd 30,453 14,108 
Unloaded Quality Factor Qu 21,621 12,423 
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The comparison in Table 3.8 shows the Qu of the Dielectric-SRR is two times higher 
than the Qu of the CDR. This is a result of the most electric fields with Dielectric-SRR 
being stored near and inside the resonator gap (see Table 3.2), while the most electric 
fields of CDR are stored inside the dielectric material [5]. On the other hand, the radius 
of the Dielectric-SRR is about twice the radius of CDR. The high Qu property of the 
Dielectric-SRR is very important to design low loss filters, and the fact that the 
Dielectric-SRR is slightly larger than CDR is of less importance. The Dielectric-SRR 
also has the advantage that the shape and the EM field distributions are very useful to 
design tunable filters, as will be seen in later chapters.  
The CDR model in Figure 3.18b is further simulated by CST software with holders 
having three different diameters to investigate the effect of the conventional holder on 
the Qu of the CDR. The three holders are as shown in Figure 3.19.  
 
 
                              (a)                                     (b)                                      (c) 
Figure 3.19 DR inside metal cavity and mounted on a cylindrical holder. (a) Holder 
1 of diameter=4mm, (b) Holder 2 of diameter of 16mm, and (c) Holder 3 of 
diameter of 30mm. 
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The CST simulation results of the Qu and fc for the three models in Figure 3.19 are 
given in Table 3.9. 
 
As shown in Table 3.9, the holder size has a very small effect on Qu of the CDR. This is 
because most of the electric fields of the conventional CDR are stored inside the 
dielectric material [5]. As a result, the electric fields and losses within CDR holder are 
very small. While the Dielectric-SRR stores the most electric fields inside and 
surrounding its gap, some of electric fields are stored inside dielectric material, as given 
in Table 3.2. This leads to an increase in the electric fields and losses within the holder 
of Dielectric-SRR, as given in Table 3.5. In the case of the Metal-SRR, the holder has a 
much higher effect on the Qu, as given in Table 3.5. This is due to the Metal-SRR stores 
the electric fields outside the metal material, and this implies much higher electric fields 
and losses within the holder of Metal-SRR. 
Table 3.9 CST simulation results for CDR with 3 holders of different size 
 Holder 1 Holder 2 Holder 3 
Holder Diameter (mm) 8 16 30 
Frequency  fc (GHz) 2.301 2.3 2.298 
Cavity Qc 112,690 112,430 110,470 
Dielectric Qd 14,084 13,967 13,899 
Unloaded Quality Factor Qu 12,520 12,423 12,345 
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3.6 Summary 
This chapter presented a new high Qu resonator called Dielectric-SRR. This new 
resonator has the shape and EM field distributions similar to the conventional Metal-
SRR but is made from dielectric material of high constant.  
The Dielectric-SRR was designed and investigated based on the CST software package 
and the resonator EM field distributions and Qu as well as the effect of resonator 
dimensions on the resonance frequency, mode separation were presented in this chapter. 
The Dielectric-SRR and the conventional Metal-SRR are fabricated and measured. The 
simulated and the measured results showed the Dielectric-SRR Qu is 3 times higher than 
the Metal-SRR.  
The CST simulated results of Dielectric-SRR were compared to the conventional CDR 
as well; the comparison showed the Dielectric-SRR Qu is 2 times higher than the CDR 
Qu but the radius of CDR is about half the radius of Dielectric-SRR.  
The Dielectric-SRRs not only have a high Qu, but also a shape and EM field 
distributions which are very useful to design low loss tunable filters as well as non-
tunable filters as given in the next chapters. 
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Chapter 4   Passband Cavity Filter Design Based on the Novel 
Dielectric-SRRs 
4.1 Introduction  
The novel Dielectric-SRRs investigated in pervious chapters are utilised to design new 
types of microwave filters in this chapter. Low insertion loss can be achieved for these 
new filters due to the use of the high Qu Dielectric-SRRs. Filters with low insertion loss 
are in demand for many wireless applications, such as satellite systems and mobile base 
stations [1-3]. 
The coupling matrix [m] is applied to design two filters based on the Dielectric-SRRs in 
this chapter. The coupling matrix can be applied to design microwave filters regardless 
of their physical structure, such as the cavity, waveguide, or microstrip [4-8]. According 
to the desired filter specifications, the coupling matrix [m] is synthesised for the ideal 
filter response, as explained in Chapter 2. There are two important steps for realising the 
filter structure based on the synthesised coupling matrix values [4]. The first step is 
extracting the internal coupling coefficients between two adjacent resonators and the 
corresponding dimensions, as described in Section 4.2. The second step is extracting the 
external quality factor and the corresponding dimensions, as described in Section 4.3. 
By using these two steps of realising the filter structure in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, two 
passband filters with different specifications are reported in this chapter. These novel 
filters are simulated and optimized in sections 4.4.3 and 4.5.3, and discussion on 
fabrication and measurements is given in Sections 4.4.4 and 4.5.4. 
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4.2 Extraction of the Internal Coupling Coefficient Kc 
The internal coupling coefficient Kc between two adjacent Dielectric-SRRs is described 
in this section. The EM simulator (CST software [9]) is used to model and simulate 
these two adjacent resonators. Two different configurations are possible for the coupling 
between two adjacent Dielectric-SRRs as shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
The planar configuration in Figure 4.1a is adopted in this section to be investigated. 
This because of with the planar configuration can easily rotate the Dielectric-SRRs to 
tune the filter internal and external couplings as will be described in the next chapter. 
The feeding probes of the external ports, as shown in Figure 4.1, are modelled with very 
small length (0.05 mm) to achieve very weak coupling to the resonators [4]. The metal 
cavity of the above model (Figure 4.1a) has a PEC background and the material 
specifications of the Dielectric-SRRs and holders are given in Table 3.1. 
The dimensions of the Dielectric-SRRs and holders (Figure 4.1a) are shown in Figure 
4.2, and the cavity dimensions are shown in Figure 4.3.   
                  
                                (a)                                                          (b) 
Figure 4.1 Models for extracting Kc, (a) planar configuration, and (b) coaxial 
configuration 
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(a) 
                        
                       Top view                                          Side view 
(b) 
Figure 4.2 Models and dimensions, (a) Dielectric-SRR, and (b) Holder 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.3 Model for extracting Kc against S, (a) Top view and (b) Side view 
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The simulated S21 response for the model given in Figure 4.3 is shown in Figure 4.4. 
 
The frequency peaks f1 and f2 in above figure are utilised to extract the Kc value between 
the two Dielectric-SRRs by using [4] 
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The Kc is calculated based on equation (4-1) and the above S21 response (in Figure 4.4) 
as 
    1053.0
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The coupling coefficient Kc and the middle frequency fc were extracted against the 
distance S between the resonators (See Figure 4.3) and given in Figure 4.5. 
    
           Figure 4.4 S21 results of the two coupled Dielectric-SRRs when S=6 
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The results in Figure 4.5 show the Kc and fc get smaller by increasing the space S 
between the two adjacent resonators.  
The model of two resonators in Figure 4.3 can achieve other configurations by rotating 
the Dielectric-SRRs, these configurations allow significant flexibility to design filters 
with different topologies and cross-couplings. Figure 4.6 shows three new 
configurations obtained by rotating the Dielectric-SRRs (in Figure 4.3) with angles of θ1 
and θ2. It should be noted there are many more possibilities for coupling between the 
Dielectric-SRRs as a function of the rotation angles θ1 and θ2. The relationship between 
Kc and the resonator rotation angles is described more in the next chapter. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Kc and fc against distance S  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 4.6 Model for extracting Kc against S, (a) θ1=90° & θ2=0° (b) θ1=90° & 
θ2=90° and (c) θ1=270° & θ2=90° 
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The Kc extracted against the distance S for the 3 models (in Figure 4.6) is shown in 
Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7 shows when the θ1 and θ2 = 90° the Kc values are small and nearly 
independent of the distance S between resonators. This is due to the Kc between two 
adjacent resonators is the total of the magnetic fields coupling Km and the electric fields 
coupling Ke, these two couplings (Km and Ke) are out of phase with each other, so Kc can 
be defined as the magnetic fields coupling less the electric fields coupling as given 
[11,12], 
                                                         emc KKK −=                                                      (4-2) 
 
Figure 4.7 Kc against distance S for 3 different angles pairs 
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The coupling of this particular configuration (in Figure 4.6b) is manipulated by having a 
partial metal wall between resonators where most of the electric fields are located to 
decrease the electric coupling Ke and increase the overall coupling Kc as shown in 
Figure 4.8, the EM field distributions of the Dielectric-SRR are presented in Chapter 3 
(Table 3.2). 
 
The Kc is extracted against S for the model with wall and compared to the results of the 
model without wall as shown in Figure 4.9. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.8 Model for extracting Kc against S, w and h, (a) Top view and  
(b) Side view  
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The above Kc results show the model with wall are much higher due to the wall 
decreased the electric Ke coupling and increased the overall coupling Kc. Also, this 
added wall can prevent unwanted cross-coupling between nonadjacent resonators in real 
filter. 
Another wall is added with aperture between the resonators loops to control the Kc as 
shown in Figure 4.10. This model is simulated to extract the Kc against S with 2 
different aperture sizes, the extracted Kc are as shown in Figure 4.11. The simulated 
results show the Kc decreases with the smaller aperture size and the higher space 
between resonators. 
 
Figure 4.9 Kc against distance S with and without using wall  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
              
(c) 
Figure 4.10 Model for extracting Kc against S, w and h, (a) Top view and  
(b) Side view  
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Another new configuration is obtained by rotating the Dielectric-SRRs by 180° as 
shown in Figure 4.12. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Kc against distance S and aperture size  
 
 
(a)                                                                         (b) 
Figure 4.12 Model for extracting Kc, (a) Top view, and (b) Side view cross section AA 
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As shown in Figure 4.12 the gaps of two adjacent Dielectric-SRRs face each other with 
a wall coming down from the top and side of the cavity housing, giving a square 
aperture in the centre to allow and control the coupling coefficient between resonators 
gaps. The relationship between Kc and S with 3 different aperture dimensions is shown 
in Figure 4.13, the Kc results are labelled with negative sign due to the most coupling 
between resonators is electric coupling.  
 
The Kc  in Figure 413 increases by increasing the aperture size between the two 
Dielectric-SRRs. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Kc against distance S and aperture dimension W 
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4.3 Extraction of the External Quality Factor Qe 
The resonator coupling to the input and output is defined though the external quality 
factor Qe. Figure 4.14 shows model used to extract Qe; this model has a single resonator 
inside a metal cavity, the resonator is strongly coupled to port 1 and very weakly 
coupled to port 2. The typical S21 result for such model of single resonator with 2 
external ports (source and load) [4] is given in Figure 4.15. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Model for extracting Qe-factor 
             
      Figure 4.15 S21 response in dB of a loaded single resonator 
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The loaded quality factor QL can be defined from the centre frequency fc and the 3dB 
bandwidth (BW3dB) of the above S21 response as given in equation (3-4) [4]. Also the QL 
for the same model (Figure 4.14) can be calculated in term of unloaded quality factor Qu 
and external quality factor Qe [12], 
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The Qu is the unloaded quality factor, the Qr is the radiation quality factor, Qd is the 
dielectric quality factor and the Qc is the cavity quality factor. 
The CST simulated models in this section are considered the following: 
The resonator inside closed enclosure, so  0
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The dielectric material is considered as loss free, so  0
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The Qe for each external port of the above model (in Figure 4.14) is defined by Qe1 (for 
por1) and Qe2 (for port 2), so 
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The Qe2 is very large due to the port 2 being very weakly coupled to the Dielectric-SRR, 
this leads to (1/Qe2 ≈ 0) and (Qe ≈ Qe1). So, port 1 dimensions are varied to determine 
the Qe which can be found directly from the CST plot of S12. 
Figure 4.16 shows the model used for extracting Qe, port 1 in this model has feeding 
probe with length L, height H and distance C from resonator. The Qe extracted against 
these port 1 parameters (L, H and C) as shown in Figure 4.17  
 
          
(a)                                                                 
 
 (b) 
Figure 4.16 Model for extracting Qe, (a) Top view and (b) Side view 
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As shown in Figure 4.17, the Qe increases with increasing the distance C and the port 
height H, while Qe decreases by increasing feeding probe length L. 
Varying the port 1 position or dimension changes the centre frequency fc (See Figure 
4.15) as well as the Qe value; this frequency change can be adjusted by varying the 
resonator dimensions to obtain Qe values at same fc. However, the resonator is left fixed 
in the CST simulations in this section because the Dielectric-SRRs are designed and 
fabricated as given in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.12). The frequency fc for each extracted Qe 
(in Figure 4.17) is shown in Figure 4.18. 
 
Figure 4.17 Qe against the port 1 parameters (L, H and C) 
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In addition, the Qe is extracted when feeding probe close to the resonator gap where the 
most electric fields located as shown in Figure 4.19.  
 
The extracted Qe and its centre frequency against the distance S are shown in Figure 
4.20. 
 
Figure 4.18 Centre frequency fc against the port 1 parameters (L, H and C) 
 
             
                                  (a)                                                                     (b) 
Figure 4.19 Model for extracting Qe (a) Top view and (b) Side view 
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The Qe and its centre frequency (in Figure 4.20) get higher by increasing the distance S 
between the feeding probe and resonator gap. 
There are many other possibilities of coupling to the Dielectric-SRR, but the discussion 
is limited to this particular structure which found suitable for the filter described in next 
section. 
4.4 Third order Passband Cavity Filter with Chebyshev Response Based on  
Dielectric-SRRs 
A new class of cavity filter is implemented in this section based on the novel  
Dielectric-SRRs.  
 
Figure 4.20 Qe and centre frequency for the probe moved from resonator 
centre to its gap 
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4.4.1 The filter topology and ideal response 
The filter is designed to have a Chebyshev response, with a centre frequency of 2.2 
GHz, fractional bandwidth (FBW) of 5% and return loss of 20 dB. Figure 4.21 shows 
the filter topology, each circle represents a resonator and the lines are the internal and 
external coupling. 
 
The g values of the lowpass prototype filter obtained by equations (2.29) as g0=1.0, g1 = 
0.8516, g2 = 1.1032, g3 = 0.8516, and g4 = 1. The g-element values utilised to calculate 
the coupling coefficient [m] and external quality factor qe as described in Chapter 2 
                [𝑚] = [
0 1.0303 0
1.0303 0 1.0303
0 1.0303 0
],     𝑞𝑒1 = 𝑞𝑒2 = 0.9611                (4-6) 
The filter coupling coefficients Mi,i+1 and external quality factor Qe are calculated by 
using equations (2-28) as: 
M1,2= M2,3= 0.05 
                                                                                                                                     (4-7) 
Qe1= Qe2= 17 
 
The corresponding S-parameters of the above design values calculated by equations (2-
27) and are shown in Figure 4.22. 
 
Figure 4.21 3rd order filter topology 
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4.4.2 The Filter Configuration 
The dimensions of the physical filter are obtained based on the filter coupling matrix 
and the method of extracting the coupling coefficient in Section 4.2 and external quality 
factor in Sections 4.3. The filter structure modelled by CST software and the overall 
dimensions are as shown in Figure 4.23. The Dielectric-SRRs and holders specifications 
and dimensions are as given in Section 4.2 (Figure 4.2 and Table 3.1). The filter cavity 
and the walls between resonators are copper with electric of conductivity of 5.8 × 107 
S/m. 
 
Figure 4.22 S-parameter responses for 3rd order passband filter calculated from coupling matrix 
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(a) 
  
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 4.23 3rd order filter model based on Dielectric-SRRs, (a) Top view, (b) Side 
view, and (c) Side view cross section AA. Dimensions unit (mm) 
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4.4.3 The Filter Simulation Results 
The above filter model shown in Figure 4.23 is simulated by the CST software with 
initial dimensions taken directly from extracted Kc results (in Figure 4.11) and the Qe 
results (in Figure 4.17). The initial dimensions of the filter are then optimized by the 
CST software to meet the desired filter specifications. The dimensions of resonators are 
not optimised because these components are already designed/fabricated, as given in 
Chapter 3 (in Figure 3.12). The dimensions of the cavity, apertures, ports, and the space 
between resonators are selected to be optimised. The physical dimensions of the filter 
before and after optimisation are listed in Table 4.1, and the filter responses before and 
after the CST optimisation are shown in Figure 2.24. 
 
 
Table 4.1 Dimensions of the 3rd order filter model (in Figure 4.23) 
 S w h t C 
Dimension before 
optimisation(mm) 
10.1 15 15 4 3 
Dimension after 
optimisation (mm) 
10 15.8 15.4 4 3.9 
 L H n u i 
Dimension before 
optimisation (mm) 
27 0 7 17.5 8 
Dimension after 
optimisation (mm) 
27.6 0 6.1 16.3 7.4 
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As shown in Figure 4.24, the results before optimisation are close to the after 
optimisation results, which show the filter design technique is good. Figure 4.24 also 
shows that the S21 response is not symmetrical due to the appearance of a transmission 
zero. This transmission zero is attributed to the unwanted cross-coupling between the 
input and output coaxial cables. This cross-coupling is proofed by varying length L of 
the feeding probes. Figure 4.25 shows the transmission zero pushed up towards the filter 
passband when L increases. This is because the increasing of L leads to an increase 
cross-coupling between ports 1 and 2. The filter optimised results compared to the filter 
calculated results, as shown in Figure 4.26.  
 
Figure 4.24 CST- simulated responses before and after optimisation 
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Figure 4.25 S21 results with three different probe lengths L 
 
 
Figure 4.26 Filter responses comparison between calculated results and 
CST simulated results 
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As shown in Figure 4.26 the simulated filter response has a distortion caused by the 
transmission zero. Otherwise, the simulated results agree well with the calculated results 
in term of filter centre frequency, bandwidth, and return loss. 
4.4.4 Fabrication and Measurements 
Figure 4.27 shows the fabricated filter with the cavity lid removed. The filter cavity is 
made by soldering copper plates together, and then the Dielectric-SRRs and holders are 
fixed inside the copper cavity as given in Section 3.4. The filter has two SMA coaxial 
connectors. The small holes around the enclosure and its lid edges are for the screw 
assembly. The filter is tested by the Vector Network Analyser (VNA). Both the measured 
results and the simulated results are shown in Figure 4.28. 
 
 
          Figure 4.27 Fabricated cavity filter based on Dielectric-SRRs 
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As shown in Figure 4.28 the measured S11 has return loss greater than 20 dB which is an 
excellent result. There is a small frequency shift and the bandwidth larger by 12 MHz in 
the measured results. This is due to very small errors in the fabrication process such as 
the accuracy of the cutting machine and the soldering quality for the filter cavity plates 
and walls. Note that there has been no tuning of the filter. Tuning screws are able to 
correct this small frequency shift, however the agreement is good and therefore this 
tuning has not done. The passband insertion losses for the simulated and measured 
results are shown in Figure 4.29.  
 
 
Figure 4.28 Filter responses comparison between CST simulation and 
measured results 
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The above results show the measured insertion loss is about 0.3 dB higher than 
simulated results. This can be attributed to (i) potential small errors in the assumed 
material parameters such as the loss tangent, (ii) the losses in the 3 cm semi-rigid cables 
connecting to the devices and in the SMA connectors, (iii) loss also could be from the 
leakage at gaps at the input/output ports, and/or between the filter enclosure and its lid, 
and (iv) the manufacturing problems, particularly with the cables and earth connection 
to the outer cavity. Some of these errors are small, some are difficult to quantify but the 
expectation is that the additional loss is a combination.  
4.5 Fourth order Passband Cavity filter with symmetric transmission zeros 
Another passband cavity filter based on Dielectric-SRRs is presented in this section to 
investigate more about the ability of the novel Dielectric-SRRs for the design of filters 
with different performance and configuration.  
 
Figure 4.29 Passband insertion losses for the simulated and measured 
responses 
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A cross-coupling is added to the filter design in this section; this cross-coupling is 
utilized to introduce a pair of symmetric transmission zeros and improve the filter 
attenuation performance. 
4.5.1 The Filter Topology and Ideal Response 
The filter is designed to have a centre frequency of 2.3 GHz, fractional bandwidth 
(FBW) of 4%, and return loss of 20 dB. Figure 4.30 shows the filter topology, the red 
dashed line represent a cross-coupling between resonators R1 and R4. 
 
The cross-coupling is added to provide a pair of transmission zeros at the frequencies of 
2.227 GHz and 2.374 GHz. These frequencies locations are calculated by using [4] 
                                    
2
1 0
2
2 0
( ) 4
2
( ) 4
2
a a
a
a a
a
FBW FBW
FBW FBW
 
 
− +  +
=
 +  +
=
                                    (4-8) 
where ω0 is desired centre frequency of the passband filter and Ωa is the location for a 
attenuation poles in the response of the lowpass prototype filter [4]. Figure 4.31 shows 
4th order lowpass prototype filter with one cross-coupling [4]. 
 
Figure 4.30 Topology of 4th order filter with cross-coupling 
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The element values g1, g2, J1 and J2 of the 4
th order lowpass prototype filter can be 
calculated by [4] 
( )
( )
( )
( )
2 3 4
1
2 3 4
2
2 3 4
1
2
1.22147 0.35534 0.18337 0.0447 0.00425
7.22106 9.48678 5.89032 1.6577 0.10317
4.30192 6.26745 3.67345 0.9936 0.10317
8.17573 11.36315
a a a a a
a a a a a
a a a a a
a a
g
g
J
J
 = −  +  −  + 
 = −  +  −  + 
 = − +  −  +  − 
 = −  + 2 3 46.96223 1.94244 0.20636a a a −  + 
         (4-9) 
The filter coupling coefficients (M12, M23, M34 and M14) and external quality factors (Qe1 
and Qe2) as given in the filter topology can be determined by [4] 
                                                       
1
1 2
12 34
1 2
2
23
2
1
14
1
e e
g
Q Q
FBW
FBW
M M
g g
FBW J
M
g
FBW J
M
g
= =
= =

=

=
                                           (4-10) 
   
 
Figure 4.31 lowpass prototype filter for 4th order filter with one cross-coupling [4] 
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The filter normalised coupling matrix [m] and the filter design parameters (Mi,i+1 and 
Qe) are obtained by using equations (4-9) and (4-10) as  
                    
1 2
0 0.8306 0 0.2963
0.8306 0 0.8145 0
[ ]
0 0.8145 0 0.8306
0.2963 0 0.8306 0
               0.9668,    0.9668e e
m
q q
− 
 
 =
 
 
− 
= =
                                      (4-11) 
                                           
1,2 3,4
2,3 14
1 2
 0.033
 0.032, 0.01
 24e e
M M
M M
Q Q
= =
= =
= =
                                               ( 12) 
The above design values are used to calculate the ideal filter response as shown in 
Figure 4.32. 
 
 
Figure 4.32 S-parameter responses for 4th order filter with symmetric transmission 
zeros calculated from coupling matrix 
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4.5.2 The Filter Configuration 
The filter physical dimensions are obtained based on the filter coupling values and by 
using the technique of extracting Kc and Qe as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The 
filter structure is modelled by the CST software as shown in Figure 4.33. The 
Dielectric-SRRs and holders are the same as given in Section 4.2, and filter cavity and 
walls are aluminium with an electrical conductivity of 3.56 × 107 S/m. 
 
4.5.3 The Filter CST Simulation 
The CST simulated results of the above filter model for both after and before 
optimization are shown in Figure 4.34. 
 
Figure 4.33 3-D structure of the 4th order filter  
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The physical dimensions of the filter after CST optimisation are shown in Figure 4.35. 
The Dielectric-SRRs and holders dimensions are as given in Figure 4.2, again these 
resonators dimensions are not optimised because the Dielectric-SRRs are already 
fabricated as given in Chapter 3 (in Figure 3.13). 
 
 
Figure 4.34 CST simulated responses before and after optimisation 
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Figure 4.36 shows the optimised results of the 4th order filter have return loss much 
greater than the calculated results; otherwise both results agree well in term of filter 
centre frequency, bandwidth and the locations of transmission zeros. 
 
(a) 
   
(b) 
Figure 4.35 Model of the 4th order filter model, (a) Top view, and (b) Side view 
cross section AA. The dimensions unit in (mm) 
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4.5.4 Fabrication and Measurements 
The filter cavity is made by a CNC milling machine and from aluminium with an 
electrical conductivity of 3.56 × 107 S/m. The fabricated Dielectric-SRRs and holders 
have the same material specifications as in Table 3.1. The fabricated parts of the filter 
are assembled as shown in Figure 4.37. The holders are fixed tightly inside the filter 
cavity by inserting each holder inside a slot with 3 mm depth at the bottom of the filter 
cavity. The Dielectric-SRRs are fixed tightly onto the holders by using very small 
Teflon sticks with the holders, as given in Section 3.4. Each resonator holder is pressed 
strongly inside the cavity slot until it touches the bottom surface of the slot. 
 
Figure 4.36 Filter responses comparison between calculated and simulated results 
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Additionally, each Dielectric-SRR is pressed strongly between the three holder sticks 
until it touches the top surface of holder. Otherwise, if these parts are not fitted well 
inside their positions, this can have an effect on the filter performance. However, these 
easy steps of pressing the holders inside the slots and the Dielectric-SRRs between the 
holder sticks can achieve enough rigidity for the assembled filter to be moved and 
tested. They can also present good repeatability for the filter assembly. An adhesive 
material is better to be used with this assembled filter to ensure more reliability for 
strong movements and practical work in the wireless systems. 
 
The filter is tested by the Vector Network Analyser (VNA), and the measured and 
simulated results are shown in Figure 4.28.  
 
Figure 4.37 Fabricated cavity filter based on Dielectric-SRRs 
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     (a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.38 Simulated and measured results of the 4th order filter (a) S11 and S21 
filter results and (b) Passband insertion losses 
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Again, the filter measured results have an excellent return loss of greater than 20 dB 
with a minimum insertion loss of only about 0.3 dB. The measured results have a small 
frequency shift which also moves the position of the transmission zeros slightly and 
increases the bandwidth by 20 MHz. The filter is tested without using any tuning screws 
for resonators or coupling. These filter measured results have a frequency shift and 
insertion loss approximately the same as the measured results of the 3rd order filter in 
Section 4.4.4. 
4.6 Summary 
A new class of non-tunable filter with two different configurations are presented in this 
chapter. The first filter is a 3rd order Chebyshev filter, and the second is a 4th order filter 
with two symmetric transmission zeros. The filters realisation began by synthesising the 
filter coupling matrix based on the desired specifications. The filter coupling 
coefficients Mi,i+1 and the external quality factors Qe are then extracted with the 
corresponding dimensions by using the CST software. The filters are modelled based on 
the extracted dimensions then simulated and optimised by using the CST software. 
Finally, the filters are fabricated based on the optimised dimensions and measured. Both 
filters achieved excellent measured performance, as the passband insertion loss is about 
0.3 dB and return loss 20 dB. The measurements and simulations of the filters, in 
general, agree well with each other except a small frequency shift in the measured 
results. 
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Chapter 5    Tunable Bandpass Filter Design Based on 
Dielectric-SRRs 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the same Dielectric-SRRs as investigated in Chapter 3 are utilised to 
achieve a new type of bandwidth tunable filter. The bandwidth tunable filter is designed 
by using the same design approach as used with the fixed filters in Chapter 4 [1]. Filter 
bandwidth is tuned based on tuning the internal and external coupling of filters. Some of 
the published papers on BW tunable filters are reviewed in Section 5.2.  The tuning of 
the internal coupling between two adjacent resonators is given in Section 5.3. The 
tuning of the external coupling is given in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. This is followed by the 
design of the bandwidth tunable bandpass filter. 
The filter’s internal and external couplings are tuned by rotating the Dielectric-SRRs 
mechanically without extra tuning elements, such as diodes of tuning disks that increase 
the filter losses [2-15]. This is done to achieve low insertion loss (as fixed filters) during 
the tuning process and also to reduce the design complexity and fabrication cost.  
 
5.2 Literature Review 
The majority of the published papers on tunable filters are devoted to the tuning of the 
filter centre frequency [2-15], and there are few published studies on the tuning of the 
filter BW [16-19]. The BW tuning depends on tuning the value of the internal and 
external couplings (Mi,i+1 and Qe) [1]. The tuning process of Mi,i+1 and Qe is usually 
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implemented by using tuning elements, such as tuning disks or varactor diodes [17, 19]. 
The literature studies show that using the tuning elements with the tunable filters leads 
to degraded resonators Qu and increases the filter insertion loss [5]. As a result, in the 
published work on the tunable filters, the insertion loss is the most important design 
parameter and a challenge.  
The microstrip tunable filters are the most common type of tunable filters in the 
published literature [2-4]. These filters have high insertion loss because of the tuning 
elements (varactor diodes) and the microstrip material [2-4]. Due to the high insertion 
loss, the microstrip tunable filters are not suitable for most wireless systems, let alone 
wireless systems with stringent requirements [3]. In [16], a microstrip tunable filter has 
three combline-coupled resonators with capacitive coupling to input/output ports. This 
tunable filter used varactor diodes D1 to tune the filter centre frequency and the varactor 
diodes D2 to tune the filter BW, as shown Figure 5.1a. This filter gives a BW tuning 
range from 70 MHz to 100 MHz at 2.25 GHz, as shown in Figure 5.1b. The measured 
filter responses have very high insertion loss (5 dB) due to the use of the varactor diodes 
and the microstrip material. Note that this review shows only the BW tuning results 
because this chapter presents BW tunable filters. 
More recently, some papers have been published on the tunable substrate-integrated 
coaxial cavity filters and substrate-integrated waveguide filters [5, 17]. Such tunable 
filters have an insertion loss lower than the microstrip tunable filters. 
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In [18], a tunable substrate-integrated coaxial cavity filter has two coaxial resonators 
with dominant magnetic coupling, as shown in Figure 5.2a. A varactor diode CBW is 
fixed between the two resonators from the top, where the most electric fields are 
allocated, as shown in Figure 5.2b. The overall coupling between the two coaxial 
resonators can be decreased by increasing the electric inter-resonator coupling through 
the varactor diode. As shown in Figure 5.2a the varactor diodes CQe are used for tuning 
the input/output coupling, while the rest of varactor diodes (Cfo with black colour) are 
fixed to tune the filter centre frequency. This tunable filter [18] has BW tuning range 
from 20 MHz to 100 MHz at 1.05 GHz, as shown in Figure 5.2c. The filter insertion 
loss increases with the smaller BWs. This is due to increasing the electric loss through 
the varactor diode CBW when increasing the electric coupling. 
                                                     
                                         (a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 5.1(a) 3rd order combline filter and (b) Measured S21 with bandwidth tuning at 2.25 [16] 
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There are very little published papers on BW tunable filters using high-Qu resonators 
such as dielectric resonator (DR) filters and waveguide filters [5]. The published studies 
on DR tunable filters are devoted to the centre frequency tuning [6]. Such filters are 
tuned to the centre frequency by adapting the capacitance of the DRs with tuning disks 
or varactor diodes [5, 6]. These DR tunable filters reported high insertion loss from 1 to 
4 dB during the tuning process of centre frequency at S band [5]. In [6], a DR tunable 
filter has metal screws for tuning internal and external couplings, thereby tuning the 
filter BW. This filter also has tuning disks for each dielectric resonator to tune the filter 
centre frequency. The DR tunable filter [6] presents a centre frequency tuning range 
from to 1.93 GHz to 1.96 GHz and a BW tuning range from 5 MHz to 20 MHz with 1 
dB insertion loss. 
                              
                                      (a)                                                                              (c) 
Figure 5.2 (a) Substrate-integrated coaxial-cavity filter (b) The electric and magnetic 
coupling between the 2 resonators from side view and (c) Measured S21 with bandwidth 
tuning at 1.05 GHz [18] 
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In [19], a waveguide tunable filter has non-resonant coupling resonators and tuning 
disks to tune the internal and external couplings, as shown in Figure 5.3a. The internal 
and external couplings of this waveguide filter are tuned by changing the length of the 
coupling resonators with the tuning disks. This filter [19] gives a frequency tuning 
range from 19.7 GHz to 20.2 GHz and BW tuning range from 36 MHz to 72 MHz at 20 
GHz, as shown in Figure 5.3b. The insertion loss of this filter is relatively high (1.2 dB) 
because of the use of metal tuning disks. The waveguide filter [19] has a return loss 
better than 20 dB during the BW tuning process, which is achieved by using the tuning 
disks of the resonators (R1, R2, R3, and R4) to control the return loss. 
 
In conclusion, the published papers on tunable microwave filters reported high insertion 
loss (S21) during the tuning process as a result of using the tuning elements, such as 
tuning disks and varactor diodes. The filter tuning process also presents deterioration in 
the return loss, and this requires using additional tuning elements to control the filter 
return loss. The use of additional tuning elements usually leads to an increase of the 
           
                                           (a)                                                                                (b) 
Figure 5.3 (a) 4th order waveguide tunable filter and (b) measured results for BW tuning at 20 GHz [19] 
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filter insertion loss, size, and the complexity of tuning process. However, the design of a 
tunable filter with low insertion loss and reasonable return loss is a change. 
The published literature also shows that most DR tunable filters are for tuning only the 
centre frequency, and there are very little DR tunable filters for tuning both the centre 
frequency and BW [5, 6].  
5.3 Tuning the Coupling Coefficient Kc 
The EM field distributions of the Dielectric-SRR, as shown in Chapter 3, vary around 
the circumference due to the asymmetric structure, unlike ring, dielectric, and coaxial 
resonators which have a symmetric structure [20, 21]. This variation in EM field 
distributions is utilised to vary the coupling coefficient Kc between two adjacent 
Dielectric-SRRs by rotating these resonators. 
Figure 5.4 shows a model used to extract Kc between the two Dielectric-SRRs labelled 
R1 and R2. The resonators and holders have the same specifications and dimensions as 
in Section 4.2. A Teflon rod of εr = 2.1 and diameter = 2 mm is fixed onto the Teflon 
holder of R1, as shown in Figure 5.4b. This rod is used to rotate the Dielectric-SRR 
manually in the real filter. This rod has a very small effect on the Qu of the resonator 
because it has a very small loss tangent and low volume. The effect of Teflon material 
on the Qu of the Dielectric-SRRs is given in Chapter 3. 
Kc is tuned by rotating R1 with rotation angle θ1 with three different wall widths W. 
These results are shown in Figure 5.5. Meanwhile, R2 is fixed in position, as shown in 
Figure 5.4a.  
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There are other parameters which have the same, or less, effect on the Kc tuning range 
compared to wall width W when R1 is rotated, such as the wall thickness and height and 
the separation distance between the resonators, but these have been fixed for this 
simulation. 
Figure 5.5 shows that the Kc is lower when R1 is rotated clockwise (lower θ1) and 
higher when R1 is rotated counter-clockwise (higher θ1); θ1 can have both positive and 
negative values. When rotating resonator R1 clockwise, the Kc values support a 
decrease the filter bandwidth, and, when rotating it counter-clockwise, the Kc values 
support an increase of the filter bandwidth. 
The Kc tuning range is between 0.031 and 0.083 when W = 15 mm, as shown in Figure 
5.5. This tuning range is able to achieve an FBW tuning range from 3% to 8% at 2.2 
GHz for a 3rd order Chebyshev filter with passband ripple of 0.043 dB. The FBW tuning 
range is calculated by using equation (2-28) and the synthesised coupling matrix [m] of 
a 3rd order Chebyshev filter, as described in Chapter 2. 
            [𝑚] = [
0 1.0303 0
1.0303 0 1.0303
0 1.0303 0
],     𝑞𝑒1 = 𝑞𝑒2 = 0.9611                    (5-1)  
                                         
,
,
i j
i j
M
FBW
m
=                                                                        (5-2) 
The required external Q-factors for this calculated FBW tuning range can also be found 
by using equation (2-3). Table 5.1 shows the Kc tuning range when W=15 mm and the 
calculated tuning ranges of FBW and Qe. 
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Table 5.1 θ1 values with the corresponding Kc, FBW, and 
Qe tuning ranges  
θ1 Kc FBW Qe 
-70° 0.031 0.03 32 
-50° 0.04 0.038 25.3 
-30° 0.05 0.048 20 
-10° 0.063 0.061 15.7 
10° 0.07 0.067 14.34 
30° 0.077 0.074 13 
50° 0.081 0.078 12.32 
70° 0.083 0.08 12 
 
 
      
(a) 
 
   (b) 
Figure 5.4 The model for extracting Kc, shows the angle θ1 of R1 and the wall between 
R1 and R2 with width W, t=4 mm, and h=25 mm, (a) Top view and (b) Side view 
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The above tuning of Kc is implemented based on rotating only one resonator (R1) and 
fixing the adjacent resonator (R2). This is in order to reduce the number of rotating 
elements, the design complexity, and time taken for tuning bandwidth. 
When two adjacent resonators R1 and R2 are rotated together with the same rotation 
angles, θ1 and θ2, with R1 rotated clockwise and R2 counter-clockwise, as shown in 
Figure 5.6a, the Kc tuning range can also be extracted and is shown in Figure 5.6b. The 
rotation angles between −30° and −50° achieve electric coupling due to the resonators 
gaps being close to each other.  
 
 
Figure 5.5 Kc against angle θ1 of R1 and wall width W. 
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As shown in Figure 5.6b the Kc values have positive and negative values. This is 
because the Kc is the total of the magnetic fields coupling Km and the electric fields 
coupling Ke between two adjacent resonators. These two couplings (Km and Ke) are out 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.6 Kc for rotating two resonators. (a) The model from Top view and (b) Kc 
against rotation angles θ1 and θ2. 
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of phase with each other, so Kc can be defined as the magnetic fields coupling less the 
electric fields coupling, as given [22, 23]: 
                                                         emc KKK −=                                                       (5-3) 
As a result, Kc can be obtained as a positive value when the magnetic coupling is 
stronger than the electric coupling and a negative value when the electric coupling is 
stronger than the magnetic coupling. Additionally, Kc can have zero value when the 
magnetic and electric couplings are equal.  
5.4 Tuning Qe by Feeding Probe Length 
The Qe values are extracted based on the method described in Section 4.3, and the 
Dielectric-SRRs and holders dimensions and specifications are the same as in Section 
4.2. The Qe is tuned by varying the length of the input coaxial feeding probe CL1, as 
shown in Figure 5.7.  
The acceptable Qe values for the FBW tuning range (in Table 5.1) are extracted with the 
corresponding parameters CL1 and θ1, as given in Table 5.2. Figure 5.7b shows that this 
tuning method of Qe presents a wide range of frequency shift due to the change in the 
length of the feeding probe CL1, and this leads to decrease the FBW tuning range at 2.2 
GHz. However, based on this tuning method, a tunable filter is modelled and simulated 
in Section 5.6.1, and another method of tuning Qe without varying the feeding probe 
length is presented in the next section, with a filter using this method discussed in 
Section 5.6.2. 
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                      (Top view)                                                                (Side view) 
                                                                 (a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.7 (a) Model for extracting Qe and (b) Qe and frequency shift against the length of 
feeding probe. 
 
Table 5.2 θ1 and CL1 values with the corresponding Qe 
tuning range. 
θ1 
CL1 
(mm) 
Qe 
-70° 24.3 32 
-50° 25.7 25.3 
-30° 26.9 20 
-10° 27.5 15.7 
10° 28.6 14.34 
30° 29.1 13 
50° 30.4 12.32 
70° 32.6 12 
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5.5 Tuning Qe by an Extra Dielectric-SRR 
A new method and structure to tune Qe is presented in this section. An extra Dielectric-
SRR, RS, is added to the model for extracting Qe in the previous section. This is shown 
in Figure 5.8. RS and R1 have the same dimensions and specifications as in Section 4.2. 
RS is strongly coupled to the input feeding probe and is essentially part of external 
source (Port 1). Therefore, the external coupling of Qe in this model is between RS and 
R1. The method of Qe extraction is explained in Section 4.3. 
The Qe is tuned against the rotation angle (θs) of RS with three different wall widths W, 
as shown in Figure 5.9. There are more parameter effects on the Qe value, such as the 
distance between the feeding probe and the Dielectric-SRR, and this is described in 
more detail in Section 4.3.  
 
 
(a) 
        
(b) 
Figure 5.8 The model for extracting Qe, (a) Top view and (b) Side view 
the wall height h = 25 mm and thickness t =2 mm 
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Figure 5.10 shows the simulated S21 response for the model given in Figure 5.8. The 
simulation results show resonance frequency close the desired centre frequency (2.2 
GHz) of the tunable filter by about 330 MHz.  
 
 
Figure 5.9 Qe against θS and W 
 
 
Figure 5.10 S21 results for the model in Figure 5.8 
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5.6 Design of 3rd Order Tunable Filter  
In this section, a bandwidth tunable filter is designed based on the Dielectric-SRRs. 
This filter is a 3rd order Chebyshev filter with 20 dB return loss, and the filter coupling 
matrix [m] is synthesised based on equation (2-28) as given 
    [𝑚] = [
0 1.0303 0
1.0303 0 1.0303
0 1.0303 0
],     𝑞𝑒1 = 𝑞𝑒2 = 0.9611.                           (5-4) 
Based on the filter coupling matrix, the filter topology is modelled as shown in Figure 
5.11, and filter S-parameters are calculated as shown in Figure 5.12. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11 Topology of 3rd order passband filter 
 
Figure 5.12   An S-parameter response for the 3rd order passband filter 
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In order to design a bandwidth tunable filter, it is necessary to consider both tuning the 
Kc value between the two resonators and tuning the Qe between input/output ports and 
the first/last resonators. In this section, the tunable filters are implemented based on the 
Kc tuning method, as described in Section 5.3, and the two methods of tuning Qe, as 
described in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.  
The Kc tuning range from 0.031 to 0.083, as shown in Figure 5.5 is used for M12 and 
M23 of the 3
rd order filter. M12 and M23 should have the same tuning range because the 
filter is symmetrical. As mentioned in Section 5.3, this coupling coefficient tuning range 
supports the tuning of the filter FBW from 3% to 8% at 2.2 GHz. For this FBW tuning 
range, the filter Qe1 and Qe2 are tuned from 12 to 33. This tuning range is obtained by 
using the two methods of tuning Qe, as shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.9. Therefore, two 
filters are designed in the following two sections: the first used the method of moving 
the feeding probe, and the second used the method of adding an extra rotating 
Dielectric-SRR to tune Qe. 
5.6.1 The Tunable Filter Based on Moving Feeding Probe 
5.6.1.1 Filter Configuration 
Figure 5.13 shows the filter structure modelled by CST software and the physical 
dimensions obtained from the Kc and Qe simulation results, as described in Chapter 4. 
The enclosure and walls are aluminium, and the Dielectric-SRRs and holders have 
dimensions and specifications as given in Section 4.2.  
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In the filter, the rotation angle θ1 of R1 is always equal to the rotation angle θ3 of R3, 
and the input and output feeding probe lengths CL1 and CL2 are always equal, as shown 
in Figure 5.13. 
 
5.6.1.2 Passband Bandwidth Tuning 
The above tunable filter model is simulated by CST software based on rotating the 
resonators and varying the length of the feeding probes. The coupling coefficients M12 
      
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.13 The structure of 3rd order passband filter modelled in CST, (a) Top 
view and (b) Side view 
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and M23 are tuned by rotating the resonators R1 and R3 with rotation angles θ1 and θ3, 
respectively, while the Qe1 and Qe2 are tuned independently by varying the length of 
feeding probes CL1 and CL2. During the tuning process, the rotation angle θ1 = θ3 and 
the length CL1 = CL2 to keep a symmetric configuration producing the same coupling 
values. 
Figure 5.14 shows three simulated responses selected from the continuous tuning range. 
The passband insertion loss is from 0.1dB to 0.9dB, as shown in Figure 5.15, and most 
passband insertion loss is due to S11. There is a transmission zero at about 1.9 GHz for 
each tuning response due to direct coupling between Port 1 and Port 2. The widest 
tuning range for filter 3dB FBW is from 6.8% to 8.4%. The FBW is determined at the 3 
dB points due to the high return loss for the tuned responses. This deterioration in the 
return loss is because it is not possible for the filter structure to be optimised by CST 
software for the whole BW tuning range. Thus, a high return loss is expected from 
filters simulated with the initial dimensions as given in Chapter 4. The tunable filters in 
this chapter are simulated by using the parameter sweep option in the CST software. 
The parameter sweep option can run several simulations, one-by-one, for a range of 
parameter values. The values of the tuning parameters, like θ1 and CL1, can be 
determined as given in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. All combinations of these tuning 
parameters and their values can then be simulated by the CST parameter sweep. 
Following this, the best filter responses and their corresponding parameters values can 
be selected from the stored results in the CST software. Table 5.3 shows FBWs selected 
from the BW tuning range with corresponding parameters values.  
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Figure 5.14 CST simulation responses of 3rd order tunable Dielectric-SRR filter 
 
Figure 5.15 Passband insertion losses of the Dielectric-SRR tunable filter 
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5.6.2 Design of 3rd Order Tunable Filter with Extra Resonators 
5.6.2.1 Filter Configuration 
The resonators, holders, and rods used in this filter design have the same material 
specifications and dimensions of the previous filter in Section 5.6.1. In this section, 
extra resonators, RS and RL, are added and utilised to tune Qe, as shown in Figure 5.16. 
The filter has a symmetrical structure, and, during the rotation of resonators R1, R3, RS 
and RL, the rotation angles θS and θL as well as θS and θL are equal. This keeps the 
configuration and internal and external coupling values symmetrical. 
Table 5.3 Five CST results for FBWs and corresponding parameters 
3dB FBW θ1= θ3 
CL1=CL2 
(mm) 
Centre 
freq.(GHz) 
Max. 
S11 (dB) 
6.8% −5° 29.6 2.194 -11 
7.1% 5° 30.1 2.198 -15 
7.6% 15° 30.8 2.206 -17 
7.9% 25° 31.4 2.209 -12 
8.4% 35° 31.9 2.212 -8 
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5.6.2.2 Passband Bandwidth Tuning 
The tunable filter model in Figure 5.16 is simulated in CST software, and five responses 
are selected from the continuous tuning range, as shown in Figure 5.17. The passband 
insertion loss is between 0.1dB and 0.9dB. Most insertion loss is due to the return loss, 
as shown in Figure 5.18. The widest tuning range for the 3dB FBWs is from 4% to 
7.8%. This range is more than twice the tuning range of the tunable filter in Section 
5.6.1. There is a transmission zero at about 2.05 GHz for each tuned response due to 
direct coupling between ports 1 and 2. This cross-coupling is proofed by varying the 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 5.16 The model of 3rd order filter with two extra resonators. (a) Filter topology, (b) the 
model top view, and (c) side view 
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length L of the feeding probes. Figure 5.19 shows the transmission zero pushed up 
towards the filter passband when L increases. This is because the increasing of L leads 
to an increase in cross-coupling between ports 1 and 2. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.17 CST simulation results of 3rd order tunable filter with two 
extra resonators 
 
Figure 5.18 Passband insertion losses of the tunable filter responses 
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The upper stopbands of the filter responses are deteriorated due to a resonance 
frequency close to the filter passband by about 330 MHz, as shown in Figure 5.20. The 
electric fields of this resonance frequency are monitored by the CST software, as given 
in Figure 5.21. The monitored results show the resonance frequency is from the cavity 
surrounding the Dielectric-SRRs. This frequency peak can be moved up to the higher 
frequency by decreasing the cavity volume. 
 
Figure 5.19 S21 results with three different probe lengths L 
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Figure 5.20 Wide-band frequency for the tunable filter responses 
 
 
(Top view) 
 
(Side view) 
Figure 5.21 Monitored results of the electric fields at 2.53 GHz 
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Table 5.4 shows FBWs selected from the continuous tuning range with the 
corresponding parameters. 
 
5.7 5th and 3rd Order Tunable Filter 
In this section, a filter with a 5th order Chebyshev response, 10% FBW at 2.3 GHz, and 
5 Dielectric-SRRs is designed. The filter topology is as shown in Figure 5.22. 
 
The internal and external couplings of this 5th order filter are tuned by rotating the 
Dielectric-SRRs to achieve another function. This function is 3rd order filter with 
Table 5.4 CST results for FBWs and corresponding parameters 
3dB FBWs θ1= θ3 θS= θL Centre freq.(GHz) Max. S11 (dB) 
4% -30° 86° 2.194 -16.7 
4.4% -20° 75° 2.197 -19.2 
4.8% -15° 67° 2.199 -24.3 
5.1% -5° 59° 2.203 -20.4 
5.7% 5° 41° 2.207 -17.5 
6.3 % 10° 34° 2.211 -18.4 
6.8% 20° 23° 2.213 -25.8 
7.1% 30° 14° 2.215 -20.2 
7.8% 40° 7° 2.218 -15.6 
 
                                 
Figure 5.22 5th order filter topology 
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tunable BW the same as the tunable filter given in Section 5.6.2. Figure 5.23 shows the 
tunable filter topology with the second function of a 3rd order filter. The filter resonators 
R1, R2, R3, R4. and R5 (in Figure 5.22) of 5th order filter are identical to resonators RS, 
R1, R2, R3, and RL (in Figure 5.23) of a 3rd order filter. 
 
The tunable filter in this section has two functions, the first function is a 5th order filter 
and the second function is a 3rd order filter. The filter in this section is designed to 
achieve a 5th order filter with fixed BW, similar to the filters presented in Chapter 4. 
This filter is also designed to act as a 3rd order filter with tunable bandwidth by rotating 
the first/last resonators to be very strongly coupled to the external ports, just as the 
tunable filter presented in Section 5.6.2. The BW of the 5th order filter is chosen to be 
higher than the BW tuning range of the 3rd order filter in order to increase the BW 
tuning range, as shown in the next section. 
The Dielectric-SRRs and holders have dimensions and material specifications the same 
as those in Section 4.2. The enclosure considered is aluminium, and its overall 
dimensions are given in Figure 5.24. 
 
Figure 5.23 3rd order filter topology 
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(a) 
      
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 5.24 The filter structure modelled by CST. (a) 3-D model, (b) front 
view, and (c) top view 
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5.7.1 CST Simulation 
The tunable filter model described in the previous section is simulated by CST software. 
The filter resonators R1, R3, RS, and RL are rotated to tune the filter bandwidth whilst 
the rotation angles are maintained θ1= θ3 and θS= θL. This is to maintain a symmetrical 
configuration and coupling values.  
The simulation results presented 11.6% 3 dB FBW at 2.3GHz for the 5th order filter and 
3 dB FBW tuning range from 6% to 10.6% for the 3rd order responses, as shown in 
Figure 5.25. The simulated tunable filter achieved two functions by rotating the 
Dielectric-SRRs. The first function is a 5th order filter, and the second function is a 3rd 
order filter with tunable BW and two extra resonators at the input/output ports. The 3rd 
order filter has responses with high return loss and less than three reflection poles 
because it is not possible for the CST optimiser to be used for the entire BW tuning 
range. The only response of the 5th order filter is optimised by the CST software. Table 
5.5 shows FBW values and the corresponding parameters when the filter achieves both 
functions the 5th and 3rd order filters. 
Figure 5.26 shows the passband insertion loss from 0.2 dB to 1 dB. This loss is due to 
the metal cavity, dielectric material, input/output connectors, and the high return loss.  
S21 is low due to the use of high Qu resonators without adding any tuning elements, such 
as screws, disks, or varactor diodes. Figure 5.27 shows resonance at 2.8 GHz due to the 
2nd mode of the Dielectric-SRR. There is a transmission zero at about 2.1 GHz for each 
tuning response due to the direct coupling between ports 1 and 2.   
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Figure 5.25 CST results for the 5th order filter with FBW of 11.6% and the 3rd order 
tunable filter with FBW tuning range from 6% to 10.6% 
 
 
Figure 5.26 The CST results of Passband insertion loss 
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Figure 5.27 The simulated filter passband response and resonance at 2.5 GHz 
 Table 5.5 CST results for FBWs and corresponding parameters 
Filter Order 3dB FBWs  θ1= θ3 θs= θL 
Centre 
Freq. 
(GHz) 
Max. 
S11 (dB) 
3rd Order 
Responses 
6% 20° 11° 2.287 -7 
6.4% 30° 19° 2.289 -14.9 
6.8% 40° 26° 2.290 -10 
7.5 % 50° 32° 2.293 -16.2 
8 % 70° 45° 2.294 -15.1 
9.3% 60°  57°  2.295 -15 
10% 70° 63° 2.296 -15.7 
10.6% 80° 76° 2.297 -16.8 
5th Order 
Response 
11.6% 102° 112° 2.3 -20.6 
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5.7.2 Fabrication and Measurements 
The fabricated tunable filter without lid is shown in Figure 5.28. The Dielectric-SRRs 
are rotated manually, and the angles of rotation are determined by markers on the lid 
and pointers in the Teflon rods, as shown in Figure 5.29. The pointers are rotated with 
rods and are used to point out the rotation angles of resonators. 
 
The measured results, shown in Figure 5.30, are 13.2% 3dB FBW at 2.3 GHz for the 5th 
order filter and FBW tuning range from 7.6% to 12.3%, for the 3rd order filter. Figure 
5.31 shows that the mid-band insertion loss is between 2dB and 0.3dB. 
 
Figure 5.28 The fabricated 5th order filter and 3rd order tunable filter without lid 
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The measured tuning range is close to the simulation results. However, the FBWs 
values are much higher than the simulation results. This difference occurred due to in 
measurement as the Dielectric-SRRs are rotated by hand, and it is too difficult to keep 
the rotation angles θ1=θ3 and θS=θL manually. The measured insertion loss has good 
agreement with the simulation results. Table 5.6 shows measured FBW of the 5th order 
response and FBWs selected from the continuous tuning range of the 3rd order responses 
with the corresponding parameters. 
 
 
Figure 5.29 Fabricated filter (with lid) 
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Figure 5.30 The measured results for the 5th order filter with FBW of 13.2% and the 
3rd order tunable filter with FBW tuning range from 7.6% to 12.3% 
 
 
Figure 5.31 The measured results of passband insertion loss 
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The FBW tuning range, as given in Table 5.6, is limited by the maximum tuning range 
of Kc and Qe. As a result, increasing the BW tunability requires increasing the tuning 
ranges of the internal and external couplings. The tunable filter, in general, has a high 
return loss, as given in Figures 5.25 and 5.30, which is a result of the CST optimiser not 
being able to be used for the entire BW tuning range. This shortcoming of high return 
loss can be controlled by using tuning screws, but this leads to an increase in the time 
and the complexity of the BW tuning process. 
Table 5.6 The measured results for FBWs and corresponding parameters 
Filter order 3dB FBWs  θ1= θ3 θs= θL 
Centre 
Freq. 
(GHz) 
Max. 
S11 (dB) 
3rd Order 
Tunable 
Filter 
7.6% 5° 8° 2.294 -4.5 
8% 15° 17° 2.290 -13.9 
9% 25° 25° 2.293 -9.8 
9.7 % 40° 38° 2.296 -13.4 
10.5% 55° 43° 2.301 -19.8 
11.2% 60°  50°  2.294 -9.2 
11.8% 75° 61° 2.297 -15.3 
12.3% 90° 78° 2.299 -10.4 
5th Order 
Filter 
13.2% 114° 108° 2.3 -14.1 
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As given in Figure 5.25, the tuned responses of the filter have a spurious response close 
to filter centre frequency by about 500 MHz. This resonance frequency is the first 
higher order of the Dielectric-SRR and led to deterioration of the filter stopband 
performance. This poor performance of the filter stopband can be improved by using 
Dielectric-SRRs and Metal-SRRs in the tunable filter. This is because the separation 
between the fundamental mode and first higher order mode for the Metal-SRRs is about 
1600 MHz [24]. Also, the tunable filter can be designed by using only Metal-SRRs to 
achieve much better spurious performance, but this leads to increased filter insertion 
loss due to the Metal-SRRs Qu being three times lower than the Dielectric-SRRs Qu, as 
given in Chapter 3.   
The measured insertion loss of the tunable filter based on Dielectric-SRRs is varied 
between 0.3 dB to 0.8 dB, as shown in Figure 5.31. The insertion loss being higher than 
0.3 dB is mostly due to the high return loss, so better insertion loss can be achieved by 
correcting the high return loss. However, this tunable filter still has relatively low 
insertion loss due to using the high Qu resonators and tuning the BW without using 
tuning elements, such as tuning disks and varactor diodes. In general, the drawbacks of 
this tunable filter are a high return loss with the most tuned BWs, poor spurious 
performance, and the slow speed of the mechanical tuning. 
5.8 Summery 
This chapter presented a new type of tunable filter designed based on the Dielectric-
SRRs. This filter was utilised to tune the filter bandwidth by rotating the Dielectric-
SRRs and without adding tuning elements, such as disks or varactor diodes. 
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Three different designs are presented for this type of bandwidth tunable filter. The 1st 
and 2nd designs are only simulated, but the 3rd filter design is simulated and measured. 
The first tunable filter was a 3rd order Chebyshev filter and was designed to tune the 
response bandwidth by rotating the Dielectric-SRRs and varying the length of external 
feeding probes. This filter has achieved an FBW tuning range from 6.8% to 8.4% at 2.2 
GHz. It possesses a limited tuning range due to the frequency shift when varying the 
length of external feeding probes.  
The second filter was a 3rd order Chebyshev filter and was designed with two extra 
Dielectric-SRRs (RS and RL) to tune the external coupling (Qe) instead of varying the 
length of feeding probes. By this tuning method, the filter achieved a higher FBW 
tuning range from 4% to 7.8% at 2.2 GHz. 
The third design was a 5th order Chebyshev filter and designed with 5 Dielectric-SRRs, 
By rotating these resonators, this filter achieved 3rd order responses with tunable 
bandwidth, just as the second filter design. The filter bandwidth of the 5th order 
response was chosen to be higher than the bandwidth tuning range of 3rd order 
responses in order to increase the filter bandwidth tuning range. In simulation, this 
tunable filter achieved an FBW from 6% to 11.6% at 2.3 GHz and, in measurement, 
achieved an FBW from 7.6% to 13.2% at 2.3 GHz. The differences between simulation 
and measurement results were due to the Dielectric-SRRs being rotated by hand.  As a 
result, it is too difficult to keep a symmetric configuration producing the same coupling 
values manually. 
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Chapter 6   Conclusion 
6.1 Conclusion 
The novelties presented in this thesis can be grouped into two categories: (i) Dielectric-
SRRs with high Qu; (ii) tunable and non-tunable filters with low insertion loss combined 
with the use of Dielectric-SRRs. 
A new type of microwave resonator with high Qu, called Dielectric-SRR, is presented in 
Chapter 3. This new resonator is made from high constant dielectric with a shape 
similar to the conventional Metal-SRR. The new Dielectric-SRR achieved EM field 
distributions similar to the EM distributions of the conventional Metal-SRR. The 
advantage of these EM field distributions is that most electric fields are stored outside 
the Dielectric-SRR which leads to the reduction of electric loss due to the loss tangent 
while most electric fields with conventional DRs are stored inside the dielectric 
material. The shortcoming with the EM field distributions of Dialectic-SRR is an 
increased electric loss within the resonator holder. This problem is solved by using a 
new holder with Y configuration instead of the conventional cylindrical holder. The Qu 
of Dielectric-SRR is increased by 50% with the holder of Y configuration as a result of 
the Teflon material of this holder being eliminated from the resonator gap where the 
most electric fields are stored.  
The Dielectric-SRRs have Qu three times higher than the Metal-SRR and two times 
higher than the conventional CDR. While the separation between the fundamental mode 
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and the first higher order mode for the Dielectric-SRR is about 820 MHz, the CDR is 
about 600 MHz and the Metal-SRR is about 1600 MHz. 
The Dielectric-SRR is compared to the conventional Metal-SRR Qu because both 
resonators have a similar shape and EM fields distributions.  It is also compared to the 
conventional CDR because both resonators have the same dielectric material. 
The EM field distributions of the Dielectric-SRRs, on the other hand, are useful to tune 
the coupling coefficients between two adjacent Dielectric-SRRs by rotating these 
resonators. Therefore, these new Dielectric-SRRs are utilised to design a new BW 
tunable filter, as discussed in Chapter 5. The adjacent Dielectric-SRRs of this filter are 
rotated to tune the internal and external couplings, thereby tuning the filter BW. This 
tunable filter achieved FBW tuning range from 6% to 11.6% at 2.3 GHz in the 
simulations and from 7.6% to 13.2% at 2.3 GHz in the measurements. This difference 
between the simulations and measurements is due to the Dielectric-SRRs are rotated by 
hand.  As a result, it is too difficult to keep a symmetric configuration maintaining the 
same rotation angles as simulations manually. Several ideas are suggested in the next 
section of the future work for increasing the filter BW tuning range as well as for 
rotating the filter resonators more accurately in the measurements. 
On the other hand the tunable filter by rotating the Dielectric-SRRs had a high return 
loss in most tuned BWs. This shortcoming can be solved by using tuning screws to 
adjust the degradation in the return loss, but this leads to the consumption of more time 
for the BW tuning and a slight increase in the insertion loss.  
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The tunable filters usually use tuning elements to tune the filter centre frequency and 
BW. The most common tuning elements in the published papers are the varactor diodes 
and the tuning disks [1, 2]. Table 6.1 shows the performance of the tunable filter by 
rotating the Dielectric-SRRs and tunable filters using varactor diodes and tuning disks, 
as given in Chapter 5.  
 
As shown in Table 6.1, the insertion loss is relatively high for the tunable filters using 
varactor diodes and tuning disks. While the tunable filter with Dielectric-SRRs has an 
insertion loss relatively low. This is because the filter BW is tuned only by rotating the 
filter resonators and without using the lossy tuning elements, such as varactor diodes 
and tuning disks. The drawback with the tuning method by rotating the filter resonators 
is the slow speed of the mechanical tuning compared to the fast tuning speed by using 
varactor diodes. However, BW tuning by rotating only the filter resonators without 
using tuners like diodes/disks can maintain the Qu of resonators and, thereby, lower the 
insertion loss for the tunable filter. 
Table 6.1 Performance for different types of tunable filters 
Filter Type 
Number of 
Resonators 
Tuning 
Method 
BW Tuning 
Range (MHz) 
fo Tuning 
Range 
(GHz) 
Passband 
S21 (dB) 
Ref. 
Microstrip 
Filter  
3 
Varactor 
Diodes 
70-100  
at 2.25 GHz 
1.75-2.25 5 [14] 
Substrate 
Filter 
2 
Varactor 
Diodes 
20-100  
at 1.13 GHz 
0.55-1.13 1.1-6 [15] 
DR Filter 7 
Tuning 
Disks 
5-20  
at 1.95 GHz 
1.93-1.96 1 [2] 
Waveguide 
Filter 
4 
Tuning 
Disks 
36-72  
at 20 GHz 
19.7-20.2 1.2 [16] 
Dielectric-
SRR Filter 
5 
Rotating 
Resonators 
174-300  
at 2.3 GHz 
−− 0.6 
This thesis, 
Chapter 5 
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Besides the tunable filter, a new class of non-tunable filter with two different 
configurations are presented in Chapter 4. These two filters are designed based on the 
new Dielectric-SRRs. The first filter is a 3rd order Chebyshev filter, and the second is a 
4th order filter with two symmetric transmission zeros. The technique of synthesising an 
n × n coupling matrix for bandpass filters, as presented in Chapter 2, is utilised to 
determine the design parameters (Mi,i+1 and Qen) and the S-parameters of the filters. 
Both filters achieved a low insertion loss of about 0.3 dB and a return loss greater than 
20 dB. The measurements of both filters show a small frequency shift of about 12 MHz 
and a BW larger than that in simulations by 12 MHz for the 3rd order filter and 20 MHz 
for 4th order filter. Tuning screws are not used to correct this small frequency shift 
because the measured filters, in general, have acceptable performance (S11=20 dB and 
S21=0.3 dB). The insertion loss of these Dielectric-SRR filters (0.3 dB) is much lower 
than the insertion loss of the Metal-SRR filters (1dB) [3] and similar or slightly lower 
than the insertion loss of the conventional DR filters [4]. 
6.2 Future Work 
The conventional Metal-SRRs are commonly used in the microwave sensors [5-10], by 
using the new high Qu Dielectric-SRRs instead of the conventional Metal-SRRs sensors 
can be designed with improved performance. The Dielectric-SRRs also can be utilised 
to design microwave devices such as diplexers, multiplexers, and antenna [11-13].  
The tunable filter as presented in Chapter 5 can employ tuning elements to tune the 
filter centre frequency in addition the BW tuning, but this way present more loss from 
tuners. The BW tuning method of rotating resonators as presented in this thesis can be 
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implemented by using another type of resonators in order to increase the BW tuning 
range, for example using squared-shaped or elliptical-shaped ring resonators. On the 
other hand, the filter BW can be tuned more accurately by a setup with electric stepper 
motors to rotate the Dielectric-SRRs; also this can tune the filter automatically by using 
programmed microprocessor with the electric motors. Moreover by using 
programmable electric motors the design of tunable filters with complex motion of the 
resonators in order to increase the filters flexibility. For example moving the Dielectric-
SRR up and down as well as rotating the resonators as show in Figure 6.1a, or rotate the 
Dielectric-SRR with 2 rotation angles as shown in Figure 6.1b. 
 
 
 
                           
                     (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 6.1 Two Models show the directions of moving the Dielectric-SRR inside 
cylindrical cavity (a) moving the resonator with 2 directions h and θ°, and (b) 
rotating the resonator with 2 angles θ° and α° 
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